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Executive Summary 

This study assesses the health benefits of strict ‘cut-off criteria’ on human health in relation to the 
proposal for a Regulation concerning the placing of plant protection products on the market 
(COM(2006) 388).  The Common Position text provides that active substances classified as 
carcinogen, mutagen or toxic for reproduction category 1 or 2 (CMR 1 & 2), or substances 
considered to have endocrine disrupting properties (ED) on the basis of internationally agreed test 
guidelines, shall not be approved unless exposure to humans under realistic proposed conditions of 
use would be negligible.   

The European Parliament in its first reading amendments proposed the additional criteria that 
substances “considered to cause a risk of developmental neurotoxic or immunotoxic properties in 
humans, taking into account exposure during embryonic/foetal life and/or during childhood as well as 
likely combination effects” should only be approved if human exposure would be negligible.   

In view of the continuing debate about the criteria for approval of active substances, this study 
provides a scientific review of evidence concerning human health effects of plant protection products, 
including health benefits that could accrue from the stricter cut-off criteria.  The study supports the 
proposal of the European Parliament that in order to ensure added protection of human health, 
substances considered to cause a risk of developmental neurotoxic or immunotoxic effects in humans 
should be added to the list of classifications that would result in non-approval of active substances, 
unless negligible exposure can be demonstrated.  The emerging epidemiological evidence for these 
effects will need to be translated into classification criteria before harmonised classification for these 
effects can be achieved.  

Given that many CMR3 substances may be reclassified at a future point as CMR2, the additional 
proposal of the European Parliament to include CMR3 as criteria for toxicity in the case of persistent, 
bioaccumulating and toxic (PBT) substances and for defining substances as candidates for substitution 
deserves strong consideration. 

The study focuses on the adverse effects of long-term exposures. It notes that exposure to pesticides 
may be occupational, domestic or through the diet.  Workers are potentially exposed to higher levels 
than the general population, and many of the epidemiological studies reporting adverse health effects 
relate to occupationally exposed individuals.  Young children can be exposed to pesticides through 
their diet and parental occupation, in particular farming, may also be a key exposure pathway.  They 
may be particularly vulnerable to potential adverse health impacts due to the fact that their bodies are 
still developing, and that protective mechanisms such as metabolic pathways are immature.   

It has been suggested that combination effects of pesticides may underlie the epidemiological findings 
of adverse effects in human populations, including young children, but few toxicological studies have 
been done on mixtures of active ingredients. Particular attention should be given to exposure during 
embryonic/foetal life and/or during childhood as well as possible combination effects. 
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The epidemiological evidence for health impacts associated with chronic pesticide exposure includes 
various types of cancer, reproductive dysfunction, disruption of the endocrine, immune or neural 
systems, respiratory disease and cognitive disability. In relation to cancer, positive associations have 
been reported between household or occupational pesticide exposure and various types of cancer, 
including leukaemia, brain tumours, Wilm’s tumour, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, sarcomas, and 
prostate cancer. In particular, children's and pregnant women's exposure to pesticides has been 
positively associated with cancers both in childhood and later in adult life.  

A number of studies have found the risk of childhood cancers to be higher amongst the children of 
workers in agriculture and children living on farms, with a particularly strong association for 
childhood brain tumours. Considerable difficulty exists however in proving an association between 
exposure to a specific pesticide and occurrence of cancer, particularly in a context where people may 
have been exposed to multiple substances, including non-pesticide agents.   

Associations between pesticide exposure and adverse reproductive outcomes include gynaecological 
and endocrine dysfunction.  Studies have linked pesticide exposure, both maternal and paternal, with 
adverse pregnancy outcomes such as miscarriage, preterm birth, SGA, stillbirth, neonatal death, foetal 
distress, and sex ratio. Reported effects on child development after in utero exposures have included 
developmental delay, retarded growth parameters and various malformations, including hydrocephaly, 
vascular malformations, and anopthalmia. A number of pesticides can affect endocrine function in 
laboratory experiments and in wildlife.  Endocrine disruption may be an underlying cause of at least 
some reproductive disorders.   

Several classes of pesticides, including the organophosphate compounds are known to have acute 
neurotoxic effects on humans. However, recent studies have identified a number of links between 
chronic, low-dose exposures and long term neurological problems, including neurodegenerative 
diseases; functional nervous system impacts, including cognitive problems; mental and emotional 
impact; and developmental neurotoxicity, i.e., impacts on foetuses and young children caused by 
exposure to certain chemicals during critical moments of brain development. For example, a strong 
link has been found between pesticide exposure and Parkinson’s disease.   

In relation to developmental neurotoxicity, although the causes of many neurodevelopmental 
disorders are mostly unknown, during foetal development and through early childhood the developing 
brain is particularly susceptible to the adverse effects of neurotoxicants. Studies of children diagnosed 
with autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) in California found a significant association between mother’s 
residential distance from sites of agricultural pesticide application and the stage of gestation at the 
time of pesticide use. 

Finally, some pesticides are immunotoxic in experimental animal studies, and a growing body of 
epidemiological studies also document pesticide-related effects in the immune systems of humans.  
Pesticide-associated immune system effects include hypersensitivity reactions (ranging from 
dermatitis to asthma or anaphylaxis); suppression or stimulation of immune system function and 
cancers of the immune cell lines. 
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Most of the potential health benefits from restricting the use of certain pesticides would accrue 
through avoiding the costs of health impacts associated with pesticide exposure. These costs could 
include health service costs, the value of an individual’s lost quality of life, the value of a statistical 
life lost due to a pesticide-related death, or loss of productivity (days of work lost) due to a pesticide-
related poisoning, whether acute or chronic.  To give an idea of the scope of the benefits that could be 
achieved by reducing pesticide exposure, a 2001 World Bank study estimated that in established 
market economies pollution from agro-industrial chemicals and chemical pollution from diffuse 
sources caused between 0.6% and 2.5% of the burden of disease (deaths and general ill health) with a 
central estimate of 1.5%.  

Very few studies have taken on the challenge of estimating economic benefits in terms of reduced 
costs from chronic health effects linked to specific chemicals, because of the difficulty in showing 
causation due to exposure.  However, a new study for the UK Pesticides Safety Directorate uses an 
innovative methodology to estimate the benefits of withdrawal of approvals for seven active 
substances as ranging from £93 to £186 million in potential cancer cases avoided for spray operators 
only, to £354 to £709 million for the maximum exposed farm worker population, over the relevant 
exposure period of 30 years (RPA, 2008).  These figures are for the UK only. If expressed in Euros 
and extrapolated to the EU population as a whole (which is roughly 8 times the size of the UK), the 
benefits of withdrawing approvals for those substances could have an upper bound range of €3,568 to 
€7,160 billion over the coming 30 years for the maximum exposed farm worker population.  

Given the above findings, the following conclusions are reached:  

1. Hazard-based cut-off criteria are justified where a preventive approach is needed. Although 
substance-specific epidemiology studies are lacking for several substances that would be affected by 
the cut-off criteria, the absence of evidence of effects does not equate to absence of effects. 
Accumulation of firm evidence can take many years, because of the long latency periods between 
low-level exposures and some health impacts.  In the absence of such evidence and where 
negligibility of exposure cannot be assured, hazard-based criteria are important tools for prevention.  

2. The proposed cut-off criteria reflect the seriousness of associated health effects. The health impacts 
associated with low-level chronic pesticide exposure are serious.  The cut-off criteria reflect this and 
address the increasingly strong emerging evidence that certain chemicals can interact with the 
physiological systems of living organisms, including those of humans, resulting in altered function 
and adverse health effects costly to society. 

3. The special vulnerability of children argues for extreme caution with respect to developmental 
neurotoxicants. Strong associations have been found between neurological problems in children and 
exposure to pesticides during critical periods of brain development.  Recalling the decades it took to 
gather sufficient evidence of the neurotoxic effects of lead to bring about policy action, and noting the 
accumulating evidence concerning impacts of neurotoxicant and immunotoxicant pesticides, the 
developmental neurotoxic and immunotoxic parameters also appear to be warranted. 

4. The cut-off criteria will provide additional protection for farmers and their families. Farmers, 
agricultural workers and their children are at higher risk of incurring health problems due to long-term 
exposures to pesticides. The fact that the people responsible for producing Europe’s food must carry 
this disproportionate risk and the subsequent costs needs to be balanced against any risks of increased 
food production costs due to reduced availability of certain pesticides. 

5. Initial economic analysis indicates potential benefits are significant; more economic analysis 
needed. An extensive body of scientific work has found statistically sound evidence of strong 
associations between exposures to pesticides as a group and to specific substances.  However, robust 
economic analyses of the actual costs of chronic exposures are still missing.  A body of economic 
analysis similar to that carried out for REACH is now needed to provide more solid information on 
the current costs to society of the health impacts from exposure to certain chemicals used for plant 
protection, as well as the benefits of reducing such exposures. 
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1.   Introduction 

The Committee on Environment, Public Health and Food Safety (ENVI) of the European Parliament 
has requested an impact assessment on the benefits of strict ‘cut-off criteria’ on human health in 
relation to the proposal1 for a Regulation concerning the placing of plant protection products on the 
market (COM(2006) 388).   

A cornerstone of the draft proposal is that the decision on acceptability or non-acceptability of plant 
protection substances should be taken at Community level on the basis of harmonised criteria as laid 
down in Chapter II and points 2 and 3 of Annex II of the proposal, applied by all Member States. 
Under Article 4(1) of the Regulation an active substance will only be approved if, taking into account 
these harmonised criteria, the plant protection products (PPP) containing that active substance will 
fulfil the conditions laid down in Article 4(2) and 4(3).   

The text of the Common Position now provides that active substances classified under Directive 
67/548/EEC2 as carcinogen category 1 or 2, mutagen category 1 or 2, or toxic for reproduction 
category 1 or 2 (“CMR 1 & 2”), or substances considered to have endocrine disrupting (“ED”) 
properties on the basis of internationally agreed test guidelines, shall not be approved unless exposure 
to humans under realistic proposed conditions of use would be negligible.3 These are the so-called 
“cut-off criteria”.   

During the first reading of the proposed Regulation, the European Parliament proposed a range of 
amendments to the proposal, including the additional cut-off criterion that substances “considered to 
cause a risk of developmental neurotoxic or immunotoxic properties in humans, taking into account 
exposure during embryonic/foetal life and/or during childhood as well as likely combination effects” 
should only be approved if exposure to humans under realistic conditions of use would be negligible 
(as is the case for CMR category 1 and 2 in the common position).4  

The political agreement reached on 23 June 2008 by the European Council does not include this 
additional cut-off criterion.  In view of the continuing debate about the criteria for approval of active 
substances, there is a need for a systematic scientific review of evidence concerning human health 
effects of plant protection products, including health benefits that could accrue from the stricter cut-off 
criteria.   

Through consumption of pesticide residues in particular, individuals are exposed to mixtures of active 
substances. Such mixtures allow synergistic effects to develop between compounds and can lead to 
enhanced toxicity levels. The long time periods over which exposure takes place, variations in 
individual vulnerability and the synergistic affects of exposure to multiple substances in the everyday 
environment make analysis of the human health impacts of individual substances extremely complex. 
Proving a causal association between a specific substance and long-term illness such as neural and 
immune disorders is particularly challenging. The lack of precise and corroborated data on the health 
effects of exposure to many active substances generates uncertainty regarding the benefits of limiting 
their access to the market.  

It is crucial to state that to date none of the impact assessments carried out with respect to the proposed 
Regulation have fully considered the health impacts of plant protection products.  The Commission 
Staff Working Document reporting on the impact assessment for the Regulation (SANCO/10273/2006 
Rev.5) considered different policy options, including comparative assessment of PPPs, but did not 
look at approval criteria specifically.  
                                                      
1 COM(2006) 388, as modified by the EP first reading, the Commission's amended proposal COM(2008) 93 and the political agreement 
from the Council. 
2 To note: a common position has been reached on a new Regulation on Classification, Labelling and Packaging of Substances and Mixtures 
which implements the Globally Harmonised System of Classification and Labelling in the EU.  This Regulation, which will replace Directive 
67/548/EEC, is likely to be published in the Official Journal in November or December, and will come into force 20 days after publication. 
3 The granting of approval on the basis of negligible exposure does not apply to active substances classified as mutagen category 1 or 2, since 
such substances are considered to present a risk to health at any level of exposure.   
4 The Parliament in its first reading also proposed to include active substances classified under Directive 67/548/EEC as CMR category 3 
within the criteria for PBT substances (Annex II, 3.7.2), specifically as “Toxic”, whereas the common position only includes Reproductive 
category 3. Both groups of substances are candidates for substitution under the EP proposal. 
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Health and environmental impacts were considered only briefly, and from a qualitative point of view.  
An impact assessment carried out by the UK Pesticides Safety Directorate in May 2008 looked at 283 
substances to see which would be affected by the cut-off criteria for health and environmental hazards 
proposed by the Commission as well as by the more stringent cut-off criteria proposed by the 
European Parliament.  The UK assessment did not consider possible benefits in terms of human health 
or environment, but rather focused on the possible impact on agricultural productivity if certain 
chemicals were no longer available for pesticide use.  

This study draws on extensive scientific studies to review the epidemiological evidence for health 
impacts associated with chronic pesticide exposure.  It also reviews the possible approaches that have 
been made to estimate benefits from reductions in chemical exposure, while recognising the 
difficulties in establishing concrete estimates of causality due to pesticides.  The study then ventures 
several conservative assumptions, on the basis of which estimates are developed of the health benefits 
of implementing the cut-off criteria as set out in the Common Position, as well as the benefits that 
might accrue from the additional cut-off criteria proposed by the European Parliament. 
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2.   The cut-off criteria and the active substances involved 

As indicated above, the current text of the proposed Regulation provides that active substances 
classified under Directive 67/548/EEC as carcinogen category 1 or 2, mutagen category 1 or 2, or 
toxic for reproduction category 1 or 2 (“CMR 1 & 2”), or those considered to have endocrine 
disrupting (“ED”) properties on the basis of internationally agreed test guidelines, shall not be 
approved unless exposure to humans under realistic proposed conditions of use would be negligible.  
The European Parliament proposes to include substances “considered to cause a risk of developmental 
neurotoxic or immunotoxic properties in humans, taking into account exposure during 
embryonic/foetal life and/or during childhood as well as likely combination effects”.  

It should be noted that the cut-off criteria in the proposed Regulation are based on intrinsic hazard, 
which is the foundation of classification under Directive 67/548/EEC, whereas the criteria used in the 

current Directive 91/414 concerning plant 
protection products use risk assessment as 
the basis for approval of active substances.  
Industry representatives and some Member 
State officials have stated that such strict 
cut-off criteria do not have a scientific basis 
because they are based on intrinsic hazard 
and not on risk considerations.  Others point 
out that the criteria have been established on 
the basis of scientific considerations and in 
the case of certain substances intrinsic 
hazard to human health has been considered 
sufficient reason for restrictions under 
Community law.5  

2.1 Classification of substances as 
carcinogenic, mutagenic, or toxic 
for reproduction  

Annex VI of Directive 67/548/EEC contains 
clear criteria for classification of substances 
(including pesticide active ingredients) as 
carcinogenic, mutagenic or toxic for 
reproduction, categories 1, 2 and 3. These 
classification criteria are appended as Annex  

I of this report.  As can be seen from these criteria, classification in one of the 3 categories is based on 
the strength of evidence for effects in humans, category 1 being assigned when there is clear human 
evidence, category 2 being used for substances which should be regarded as 
carcinogenic/mutagenic/reproductively toxic for man and category 3 for substances “which cause 
concern for man owing to possible CMR effects but in respect of which the available information is 
not adequate for making a satisfactory assessment”.  

Annex II of this report provides a list of the substances that might be excluded on the basis of the cut-
off criteria for CMR category 1 and 2 and substances considered to have endocrine-disrupting effects 
(on the basis of internationally agreed test guidelines).   

                                                      
5 See Directive 2005/90/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council amending, for the 29th time, Council 
Directive 76/769/EEC on the approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the 
Member States relating to restrictions on the marketing and use of certain dangerous substances and preparations 
(substances classified as carcinogenic, mutagenic or toxic to reproduction — C/M/R). 

Box 1:  The cut-off criteria and the end points 
involved 
 
In order to ensure added protection of human 
health, substances considered to cause a risk of 
developmental neurotoxic or immunotoxic effects 
in humans should be added to the list of 
classifications that would result in non-approval of 
active substances, unless negligible exposure can 
be demonstrated.   

The emerging epidemiological evidence for these 
effects will need to be translated into classification 
criteria before harmonised classification for these 
effects can be achieved.  

Given that many CMR3 substances may be 
reclassified at a future point as CMR2, the 
additional proposal of the European Parliament to 
include CMR3 as criteria for toxicity in the case of 
persistent, bioaccumulating and toxic (PBT) 
substances and for defining substances as 
candidates for substitution deserves strong 
consideration.
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An important point to note is that substances are very often placed in Category 3 for these endpoints 
when the available evidence and toxicological data are insufficient to justify classification in category 
1 or 2.  In relation to carcinogenic substances, Annex VI of Directive 67/548/EEC states that Category 
3 actually comprises 2 subcategories: 

(a) substances which are well investigated but for which the evidence of a tumour-inducing 
effect is insufficient for classification in category 2. Additional experiments would not be 
expected to yield further relevant information with respect to classification; 

(b) substances which are insufficiently investigated. The available data are inadequate, but 
they raise concern for man. This classification is provisional; further experiments are 
necessary before a final decision can be made. 

The same principle applies to classification of category 3 mutagens and reproductive toxicants.  Thus, 
a number of category 3 CMR substances (in category (b)) could ultimately be classified in category 2 
or even 1. Classification as a category 1 or 2 mutagen, as covered by the cut-off criteria of the 
proposed Regulation, requires proof of heritable effects that are transmissible to the offspring, while 
classification as a category 3 mutagen requires only demonstration of genotoxic effects on somatic 
(body) cells.   

Reflecting the seriousness of the health effects caused by CMR and the long latent period of cancer, 
the CMR 1 & 2 cut-off criteria in the Common Position (as well as the additional proposal of the 
European Parliament to include CMR3 as criteria for toxicity in the case of persistent, 
bioaccumulating and toxic (PBT) substances and for defining substances as candidates for 
substitution) represents important additional preventive measures for the general population, as has 
also been stated for workers in relation to proposals to include CMR category 3 substances within the 
scope of the worker protection Carcinogens Directive6. 

2.2   Identification of substances as endocrine disrupters  

No specific criteria exist for the classification of pesticides and other chemicals as endocrine 
disrupting chemicals (EDs). The main reason for this has been the lack of definitive testing protocols 
for experimental animal studies, and the (frequently) extensive period required to achieve international 
agreement on such protocols, e.g. at the level of the OECD Test Guideline Programme.  Thus, only a 
handful of substances have been definitively accepted to have such properties on the basis of 
internationally agreed test guidelines, although many more substances have been postulated to have 
such effects.  

An OECD Task force on Endocrine Disrupter Testing and Assessment (EDTA) has agreed a 
Conceptual Framework (CF) for the Testing and Assessment of potential endocrine disrupting 
substances (OECD, 2002).  A number of toxicological tests aimed at identifying the endocrine 
disrupting properties of chemicals are under development, a process that is nearing completion, but it 
may be some time before a full range of validated testing methods and criteria for identification are 
developed.  Until then, identification of such substances will necessarily be based on a weight of 
evidence approach.  

Some lists of potential EDs have already been drawn up, based on the available evidence for effects in 
laboratory animals and in wildlife (EC, 2007). Annex II lists some of the active substances on Annex I 
of Directive 91/414/EEC that are considered potential EDs.  

 

                                                      
6 Directive 2004/37/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on the protection of 
workers from the risks related to exposure to carcinogens or mutagens at work (sixth individual directive within 
the meaning of Article 16(1) of Directive 89/391/EEC -Codification of Directive 90/394/EEC.  
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2.3   Identification of substances as presenting a risk of developmental neurotoxic or 
immunotoxic properties in humans  

The impact of including substances “considered to cause a risk of developmental neurotoxic or 
immunotoxic properties in humans...” is more difficult to assess, and clear, harmonised criteria will be 
needed to identify such substances, as discussed in Section 4.3. Annex II of this report also lists active 
substances that could be excluded if developmental neurotoxic or immunotoxic properties are included 
as cut-off criteria. 

As already indicated, in order to achieve the objective of the Regulation, to provide harmonised 
criteria for the determination of the acceptability or non-acceptability of plant protection substances, 
criteria will in turn be needed to identify substances (including PPP active substances) that “cause a 
risk of developmental neurotoxic or immunotoxic effects in humans”. In order to provide transparency 
in the decision-making process, this may require criteria for classification for such effects under 
Directive 67/548/EEC or more specifically under the new Regulation on Classification, Labelling and 
Packaging of Substances and Mixtures, rather than being based on purely risk considerations.   

Criteria already exist under Directive 67/548/EEC for classification of substances that present a 
“Danger of serious damage to health by prolonged exposure” (R48), including substances that cause 
major functional changes in the central or peripheral nervous systems, including sight, hearing and the 
sense of smell, assessed by clinical observations or other appropriate methods and substances that 
produce consistent changes in clinical biochemistry, haematology or urinalysis parameters which 
indicate severe organ dysfunction.   

Similar criteria exist under the new Regulation on Classification, Labelling and Packaging of 
Substances and Mixtures, for classification of substances for “Specific target organ toxicity” following 
either single or repeat exposure. Classification of a number of substances having a potential to produce 
neurotoxicity (e.g. certain organophosphate pesticides) or immunotoxicity (e.g. certain organotin 
compounds) has therefore already been achieved under current classification criteria, on the basis of 
data from animal and human studies. 

The areas of developmental neurotoxicity and immunotoxicity are however comparatively new areas 
of public health concern, and while the existence of definitive evidence of such effects would trigger 
classification, in practice the evidence currently provided by human epidemiological evidence is 
limited, as described in section 4 below.  Such studies are often confounded by mixed exposures to a 
range of environmental pollutants including pesticides, rather than exposure to a single agent, and do 
not provide robust data for classification.   

Classification for such effects would ideally be underpinned by evidence from toxicological studies in 
experimental animals.  To date, such studies are limited in number.  The main reason for this has been 
the lack of definitive testing protocols for experimental animal studies, and the (frequently) extensive 
period required to achieve international agreement on such protocols, e.g. at the level of the OECD 
Test Guideline Programme, as already identified for endocrine disrupters in section 2.2, although 
considerable progress has been made in this area in recent years.  Only a handful of substances have 
been definitively accepted to have such properties on the basis of internationally agreed test 
guidelines, although many more substances have been postulated to have such effects. 

Although considerable progress has been made in the identification of substances having 
developmental neurotoxicity and immunotoxicity potential in experimental animal studies in recent 
years, thus underpinning epidemiological evidence, these data will need to be translated into new 
classification criteria, or amendment of existing ones, before harmonised classification for these 
effects can be achieved. Until such time as classification criteria in these areas are agreed, the practical 
implementation of the European Parliament’s extended criteria to include developmental 
neurotoxicants and immunotoxicants will have to be implemented on a case by case basis.  

However, it should be noted that it has taken decades to gather the human epidemiological data needed 
to confirm the developmental neurotoxicity of just five substances -- lead, mercury, arsenic, PCBs and 
toluene. Another 200 industrial chemicals are suspected of causing neurodevelopmental damage 
during sensitive periods of brain development (Grandjean and Landrigan, 2006) and further advances 
on our ability to positively identify such substances are urgently needed. 
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3.   Pesticide exposures  

People may be exposed to pesticides through their occupation, through domestic use of pesticides in 
the home, as a bystander to agricultural application of pesticides and through ingestion of residues on 
foodstuffs. In industrialised countries an increased public awareness of the risks of poisoning from 
pesticides has led to a decrease in acute episodes of toxicity, with public health concern now focussed 
on the long-term effects of low-level and chronic pesticide exposure. As such, this study focuses on 
the adverse effects of long-term exposures, rather than acute poisoning.  

It is important to note that individual susceptibility to the negative health effects of pesticides varies, 
with particular groups of individuals being identified as more vulnerable to these effects. Finally, 
people’s long-term exposure to pesticides involves many different active substances in low doses, as 
well as exposure to a wide range of industrial chemicals through multiple sources. The cumulative 
effects of this exposure pattern are not well understood, due to the challenges involved in mapping 
individual exposure histories. Such mixtures allow synergistic/cocktail effects to develop between 
compounds and can lead to enhanced toxicity levels.  

3.1  Exposure pathways 

3.1.1  Occupational exposure 

Workers may be exposed to pesticides 
through a range of occupations, including 
farming, pesticide manufacturing and 
packaging, packaging and processing of 
agricultural products, including forestry 
products, and gardening. A considerable 
body of legislation exists at the EU level to 
protect workers from occupational exposure 
to dangerous chemicals. Despite this, a large 
body of case studies and epidemiological 
studies have identified associations between 
negative health impacts and exposure to 
pesticides in the work environment in the 
European Union. Evidence of associations 
between occupational exposure and health 
impacts in the European Union has been 
found for farmers and agricultural workers7, 
pesticide manufactures8, sawmill operators9, 
and gardeners10.  

In addition, numerous studies investigating 
pesticide health impacts on children have 
pointed to parental occupation, in particular 
farming, as a key exposure pathway11. This 
suggests that current safety measures have 

not been fully implemented or that legislation has not been sufficiently comprehensive to capture and 
contain all possible exposure pathways, specifically children’s exposure. It is important to note that 
many studies examine past exposure and that safety measures and legislative controls continue to 
evolve.  

                                                      
7 Hoffmann et al., 2008, Eriksson et al., 2008, Merhi et al., 2007, Orsi et al, 2007, Provost et al., 2007, Swaen et 
al., 2007, Settimi et al., 2003, Sharma-Wagner et al., 2000, Buzio et al., 2002, Dolapsakis et al., 2001. 
8 Van Maele-Fabry et al., 2008, Becher et al., 1996 
9 Persson et al., 1993, Persson, 1996 
10 Hansen et al., 2007 and 1992 
11 Bassil et al, 2007, Monge et al. 2007, Jurewicz and Hanke, 2006, Feychting et al., 2001, Kristensen et al., 
1996, Van Wijngaarden et al., 2003, Fear et al, 1998, Sharpe et al., 1995, Valeri et al., 2002 

Box 2:  Pesticide exposures 
 
Exposure to pesticides may be occupational, 
domestic or through the diet.  Workers are 
potentially exposed to higher levels than the 
general population, and many of the 
epidemiological studies reporting adverse health 
effects relate to occupationally exposed 
individuals.   

Young children may be exposed to pesticides 
through their diet and parental occupation, in 
particular farming, may also be a key exposure 
pathway.  They may be particularly vulnerable to 
potential adverse health impacts due to the fact that 
their bodies are still developing, and that protective 
mechanisms such as metabolic pathways are 
immature.  Particular attention should be given to 
exposure during embryonic/foetal life and/or 
during childhood as well as possible combination 
effects.  

It has been suggested that combination effects of 
pesticides may underlie the epidemiological 
findings of adverse effects in human populations, 
including young children, but few toxicological 
studies have been done on mixtures of active 
ingredients.  
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Indeed, two studies found improving safety recommendations and legislative control to be successful 
in reducing the occupation health impacts of pesticides for adults (Hansen et al., 2007, Baldi et al., 
2006).   

3.1.2  Domestic exposure 

People may be exposed to pesticides in the home through gardening and pest control products, both 
for the home and for pets. A number of studies link adverse health impacts amongst children with 
domestic exposure12, with particular vulnerability during foetal development13.  

3.1.3  Dietary exposure 

There is a paucity of studies investigating exposure to pesticides through diet. Difficulties arise in 
making linkages to health impacts through dietary exposure due to the long-term, low dose nature of 
such exposure, the multiple active substances involved and the challenges of obtaining full 
information regarding an individual’s or population’s exposure history. A study comparing the 
metabolites of pesticides in children on an organic diet with children on a conventional diet found 
significantly higher levels of metabolites in the urine of the children on a conventional diet, 
demonstrating that the pesticide residues had passed through the children’s system (Curl et al., 2003).  

3.1.4  Bystanders 

The potential for widespread exposure to agricultural pesticides through drift during application raises 
concerns about possible health effects on residents, in particular vulnerable groups, living in areas of 
high agricultural activity. Studies investigating the impacts of pesticides on residents of areas devoted 
to agriculture have demonstrated that residents suffer adverse health effects in Italy (Fontana et al., 
1998), the US (Waterhouse et al., 1996, Carozza et al, 2008), and Spain. The Spanish studies found the 
presence of very high organochlorine residue levels in human tissue of residents of the Canary Islands, 
Spain, indicating a chronic exposure to DDT and on-DDT organochlorine pesticides that persists to 
the present day (Zumbado et al., 2008, Luzado et al,. 2006). Unexpectedly, younger subjects (under 18 
years) showed residue levels almost twice those of older subjects (65-75 years), suggesting that 
exposure through environment and consumption is ongoing (Luzado et al., 2006).  

3.2  Vulnerable groups 

The European Parliament proposals in relation to substances “considered to cause a risk of 
developmental neurotoxic or immunotoxic properties in humans, taking into account exposure during 
embryonic/foetal life and/or during childhood as well as likely combination effects” emphasis the 
importance of additional susceptibility of exposure of the unborn or young child and also of exposure 
to a combination of pesticides rather than to one single pesticide.  

Within the population, there are particular groups of individuals that exhibit enhanced vulnerability to 
pesticide exposure, meaning that the health impacts of a particular dose are likely to be more serious 
than for others. This increased vulnerability emerges from the particular physiological condition of 
those individuals and, in the case of children, from behavioural patterns that increase exposure. This 
section discusses the particular vulnerability of infants and children, pregnant women, people of ill 
health on medication, and the elderly. 

3.2.1  Infants and children 

The vulnerability of the foetus and or young children has been extensively discussed in the literature 
(see below). This section briefly outlines the physiological and behaviour characteristics of infants and 
children that increase their vulnerability to pesticides. In the US, these factors led to the 1996 revision 
of the USA Federal Fungicide, Insecticides and Rodenticide Act to include an additional 10-fold 
safety margin for exposure to pesticide residues in foods (Cohen, 2007, NRDC, 1998).  

 

                                                      
12 Rosso et al., 2008, Ma et al., 2002, Buckley et al., 1989, Zahm and Ward, 1998, Davis et al., 1993 
13 Rudant et al., 2007, Pogoda and Preston-Martin, 1997 
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A key observation relevant to the discussion of children and pesticide exposure is that ‘children are not 
little adults’ (Garry, 2004). Their specific vulnerability to negative health impacts from pesticides stem 
from the fact that their bodies are still developing, and that the chemical-based signalling systems used 
to steer development are vulnerable to disruption when exposed to environmental toxicants (Rice and 
Barone, 2000). The blood brain barrier is not fully developed until an infant reaches six months, 
leaving the developing brain far less protected than for older children and adults (Rodier, 1995). Due 
to less developed detoxification pathways, a child’s metabolism is less able to metabolise and 
eliminate toxicants (Ginsberg et al., 2004). In addition, children eat and drink more per kilogram of 
body weight than adults. Due to their higher metabolic rate and respiratory rate, a specific dose of a 
pesticide will have a greater impact on a child than on an adult (Bearer, 1995). Finally, children have 
more years of life ahead of them than adults, giving them more time to develop chronic diseases that 
take several decades to appear and which may be triggered by early environmental exposure or be 
determined by continuous exposure (Cohen, 2007). 

In terms of increased exposure due to behavioural patterns, children exhibit hands-to-mouth 
behaviour, have shorter stature, play close to the ground and spend increased time outdoors. Schools 
located in rural areas often draw their drinking water from small private wells that may be 
contaminated with pesticide residues (Tamburlini et al., 2002), while children living on farms have 
been found to exhibit an increased exposure to pesticides in household dust and soil (Simcox et al., 
1995). Children often have diets rich in fruit and vegetables, so increasing their exposure to pesticide 
residues. In addition, the processing undertaken to product infant foods tends to result in higher 
concentrations of pesticide residues (Wiles et al., 2008). Nursing infants can ingest pesticide residues 
through breast milk, where concentration may be amplified through the process of milk production. 
The neonatal stage is also characterised by a highly permeable gastrointestinal tract, so that toxicants 
in ingested pesticides residues are more readily absorbed than in the case of adults (Lackmann et al., 
2004, Solomon et al., 2002). 

Despite the evidence of increased vulnerability of infants and children and the disabling and chronic 
nature of the resulting health effects, substance-specific data on postnatal developmental toxicity are 
lacking for many of the currently used pesticides. Cumulatively, the numerous exposure pathways can 
lead to a high exposure load (NRDC, 1998). Due to the gravity of the potential health impacts, many 
recommend adopting a precautionary approach to limiting children’s’ exposure (Jurewicz and Hanke, 
2008; Grandjean and Landrigan, 2006).    

3.2.2  Pregnant women and foetuses 

Cell growth is particularly rapid in the embryo, providing more opportunity for toxicants to cause 
mutations and congenital anomalies. During early development, the foetus is selectively sensitive to 
particular toxicants, creating windows of vulnerability (Garry, 2004). The nervous system has a 
limited capacity to repair any structural damage, if cells in the developing brain are destroyed by 
chemicals, or if vital connections between nerve cells fail to form during critical periods of 
vulnerability, there is a high risk that the resulting dysfunction will be permanent and irreversible 
(Rice and Barone, 2000).  

3.3  Cumulative effects 

The importance of combination effects of or synergy between pesticides is also well documented in 
the scientific literature.  The vast majority of experimental studies on the safety of pesticides relate to 
single active substances, as is required under the legislation, yet consumers, including the vulnerable 
population of young children, are exposed to a mixture of pesticides in the diet.  Few toxicological 
studies have been done on mixtures of active ingredients and there is no generally agreed 
framework/approach yet for combined risk assessment of pesticides at the European or International 
level.  

However, there are activities ongoing at European and International level concerning approaches to 
cumulative risk assessment of pesticides which have a common mode of action such as the 
organophosphates and an amendment to Regulation (EC) No. 396/2005 on maximum residue levels of 
pesticides in or on food and feed of plant and animal origin emphasises the importance to develop a 
methodology to take into account cumulative and possible synergistic effects of pesticides to human 
health.  
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4.   Impacts of pesticides on human health: a general overview 

This section provides a general overview of the extensive literature reporting adverse health effects of 
pesticides in human populations, including occupationally-exposed workers, consumers and in 
particular the vulnerable population of young children and children born to mothers exposed in 
pregnancy to high levels of pesticides.  The developing embryo and foetus are extraordinarily 
susceptible to perturbation of the intrauterine environment. Chemical exposures during prenatal and 
early postnatal life can bring about important effects on gene expression, which may predispose to 
disease during adolescence and adult life (Grandjean et al, 2007; Grandjean & Weihe, 2008). 

The starting point for gathering information for this overview has been the paper prepared for the 
Ontario College of Family Physicians (Sanborn et al., 2004), which provides a systematic review of 
the epidemiological evidence for a range of adverse effects reported in the literature associated with 
exposure to pesticides, including cancer, reproductive outcomes, neurological and mental health 
effects, genotoxicity (mutagenicity) and immunotoxicity.  The results of this review have been 
updated in this report with the results of key studies reporting such effects since 2004, with an 
emphasis on European epidemiological studies.  

Epidemiology studies on pesticides have found associations with haematological cancer, neurotoxic 
effects, neurobehavioral disorders, reproductive problems including birth defects and infertility, 
newborn deaths, etc (Baldi et al. 1998; Faustmann et al, 2000).  While toxicological studies in animals 
on individual active pesticide substances provide clearer evidence of such effects, uncomplicated by 
confounders such as mixed exposures and environmental and lifestyle factors, no attempt has been 
made to include such studies in this review, other than in isolated cases.   

It should be noted, however, that the human epidemiological data almost always relate to adverse 
effects on populations considered to be exposed to a mixture of pesticides, although some studies also 
relate to occupational exposure, again to a mixture of pesticides.  Interpretation of the outcome of such 
studies and the possibility of clearly relating an adverse health effect to one or more pesticides in the 
environment of the population of concern is fraught with danger.  Nevertheless, the publication of 
Sanborn et al helps to identify many studies that have provided robust evidence for health effects of 
pesticides in exposed populations. 

4.1 Acute poisonings  

Pesticides are specifically designed to be toxic to biological organisms, and it has proved difficult to 
identify specific cellular sites in the target species that are not also found in human tissues.  Many 
pesticides are hence acutely toxic and there are numerous case studies dealing with pesticide poisoning 
cases, particularly in relation to the organophosphates. These reports relate mainly to exposed workers 
or accidental poisonings in domestic situations, including in young children.  

The World Health Organisation estimates that pesticides poisoning accounts for 300,000 annual deaths 
worldwide, mostly in low and medium income countries (Goel and Aggarwal 2007). Though an 
increased awareness of risks from pesticides has led to a decrease in acute episodes of toxicity in 
industrialised countries, poisonings from agricultural pesticides still occur in industrialised countries. 
From 1985 through 1990, the U.S. experienced 341 fatalities (28% unintentional) and 25,418 
hospitalisations (78% unintentional) due to poisonings with agricultural and horticultural chemicals 
(Klein-Schwartz and Smith, 1997).  

4.2 Cancer 

There is a growing body of evidence linking environmental exposure to pesticides with both adult and 
childhood cancers. Scientific reviews of human epidemiological studies confirm significant positive 
associations between household or occupational pesticide exposure and various types of cancer, 
including leukaemia, brain tumours, Wilm’s tumour, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, sarcomas, and 
prostate cancer (Clapp et al., 2008, Bassil et al., 2007, Infante-Rivard and Weichenthal, 2007, Cohen, 
2007, Zahm and Ward, 1998, Littorin et al., 1993).  
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In particular, children's and pregnant women's exposure to pesticides has been positively associated 
with cancers both in childhood and later in adult life (Carozza, Li, Wang, Horrel and Cooper, 2008, 
Bassil et al., 2007). The mechanisms by which pesticides contribute to cancer causation may include 
producing direct changes to DNA (mutagenic effects), promoting the fixation and proliferation of 
abnormal clones (including through endocrine effects), and disturbing the body’s cancer surveillance 
mechanisms (immunotoxic effects).  

While toxicity generally increases with 
dosage, mutagenic chemicals and endocrine 
disruptors may have effects at very low 
doses, in the absence of a threshold below 
which no risk exists. Thus even a tiny dose 
may trigger carcinogenesis (Solomon, 
2000). At the same time considerable 
difficulty exists in proving that a specific 
substance causes cancer, particularly in a 
context where people may have been 
exposed to multiple substances, including 
non-pesticide agents. Proving the causal link 
between smoking and cancer took a decade 
of research, despite the fact that smoking 
causes more than 90% of all lung cancers 
(Osann et al., 1993). Based on the 
understanding that cancer is ultimately 
caused by multiple interacting factors, 
scientists and physicians have called for a 
new cancer prevention paradigm that limits 
exposure to avoidable environmental and 
occupational carcinogens (Clapp et al., 
2008, Solomon, 2000), and advise specific 
caution with regard to children’s exposure 
(Garry, 2004, Jurewicz and Hanke, 2006, 
Bassil et al., 2007).  

The sections below summarises the evidence 
of associations between pesticide exposure 

and cancers, focussing on hematopoietic cancers, solid tumour cancers, and childhood cancers. In each 
case, exposure pathways are discussed and a distinction made between occupational exposure, 
bystanders or ingestion.  

4.2.1 Hematopoietic Cancers in Adults 

Hematopoietic cancers affect the blood, bone marrow, and lymph nodes. A 2007 analysis of 13 studies 
examining the occurrence of hematopoietic cancers in pesticide-related occupations found a 
significant positive association (Merhi et al., 2007). In addition, bystander exposure has been 
associated with hematopoietic cancers. Evidence linking pesticide exposure with specific 
haematological cancers, including non-Hodgkins lymphoma (NHL), leukaemia, and multiple myeloma 
is summarised below. 

The incidence of NHL has been steadily increasing throughout most of the world (Solomon, 2000). A 
2004 review of studies investigating the association between pesticide exposure and NHL found that 
23 out of 27 studies demonstrated a positive association, many with statistical significance (Sanborn et 
al., 2004).  

 

Box 3:  Cancer 
 
Epidemiological evidence suggests a link between 
exposure to pesticides and cancer, both in adults 
(occupationally exposed) and children. Positive 
associations have been reported between household 
or occupational pesticide exposure and various 
types of cancer, including leukaemia, brain 
tumours, Wilm’s tumour, non-Hodgkin’s 
lymphoma, sarcomas, and prostate cancer. In 
particular, children's and pregnant women's 
exposure to pesticides has been positively 
associated with cancers both in childhood and later 
in adult life.  

A number of studies have found the risk of 
childhood cancers to be higher amongst the 
children of workers in agriculture and children 
living on farms, with a particularly strong 
association for childhood brain tumours. 

Considerable difficulty exists however in proving 
an association between exposure to a specific 
pesticide and occurrence of cancer, particularly in a 
context where people may have been exposed to 
multiple substances, including non-pesticide 
agents.   
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         Table 1:  Significant associations between occupational exposures and NHL 

Occupation Location Source 

Farmers Italy Fagioli et al. 1994, Fontana 1998 

Farmers France Orsi et al, 2007 

Farmers Canada Spinelli et al., 2007 

Farmers USA Bonner et al., 2007 

Gardeners Denmark Hansen et al., 1992 

“Exposed workers” Sweden Eriksson et al., 2008 

Sawmill workers Sweden Persson et al., 1993, Persson, 1996 

Workers in herbicide 
manufacturing plant 

Germany Becher et al. 1996 

 

Positive association with NHL have also been proven for bystanders living in areas where pesticides 
are applied or exposed to drift following application (Solomon, 2000). A positive association was   
found between the use of phenoxy herbicides and the risk of NHL among residents of the rice-growing 
areas of northern Italy (Fontana et al., 1998), while a US study demonstrated increased incidence in a 
Midwestern farming community in the US resulting from sustained bystander exposure to agricultural 
chemicals (Waterhouse et al., 1996). 

The incident rates of both leukaemia and multiple myeloma have also been associated with 
occupational pesticide exposure. A recent Belgian study provided evidence of the increased risk of 
leukaemia posed to workers in a plant manufacturing pesticides (Van Maele-Fabry et al., 2008), while 
a German study investigated the exposure history of 14, 030 leukaemia patients and found that 15% of 
male and 16% of female patients had been exposed to pesticides at work (Hoffmann et al., 2008). A 
French study found an increased mortality for male farmers and farm workers from leukaemia (Viel 
and Richardson, 1993), while a Norwegian study support associations between leukaemia and dairy 
farming (Kirstensen et al., 1996). Positive associations between occupational pesticide exposure and 
multiple myeloma were identified in Denmark (Pottern et al., 1992), France (Viel and Richardson, 
1993), Italy (Nanni et al., 1998), Norway (Kirstensen et al., 1996) and the Netherlands (Swaen et al., 
1992).  

4.2.2 Solid Tumours in Adults 

Various types of solid tumours in adults have been associated with occupational pesticide exposure. 
The greatest weight of evidence is available for brain cancer (Sanborn et al., 2004), with positive 
associations with occupational exposure found in Sweden (Rodvall  et al., 1996), Italy (Figa-
Talamanca et al., 1993), the US (Samanic et al., 2008, Kross et al., 1996) and France. One French 
study linked exposure with an excess risk of brain tumours, and especially of gliomas (Provost et al., 
2007), while another specifically linked pesticides in vineyards to mortality from brain tumours 
amongst farmers (Viel et al., 1998).  

In addition, occupational exposure has been associated with a heightened incidence of colon cancer in 
the US (Kang et al., 2008), renal cancer in Italy (Buzio et al., 2002) and the US (Karami et al., 2008, 
Kang et al., 2008, Hu et al., 2002), cancer of the lip in Norway (Nordby et al., 2007), and cancer of the 
skin in the Netherlands (Swaen et al., 2007). An increased risk of pancreatic cancer for women 
agricultural workers was determined in a Spanish study (Alquacil et al., 2000), and for workers 
exposed to herbicides in a US study (Silverman et al., 2001).  

With regards to gender specific cancers, many studies have linked the risk of prostrate cancer, the 
second most commonly diagnosed cancer amongst men worldwide, with occupational exposure to 
pesticides (Mink et al., 2008). In particular, an elevated risk of prostate cancer has been found amongst 
farmers in Italy (Settimi et al., 2003), Sweden (Sharma-Wagner et al., 2000, Dich and Wiklund, 1998), 
and the US (Mills and Yang, 2003, Alavanja et al., 2003).  
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McGlynn et al. found exposure to persistent organochlorine pesticides (POPs) to be associated with 
the risk of testicular germ cell tumours, and postulate that exposure during foetal development or via 
breast feeding may increase risk (Mc Glynn et al., 2008). 

A number of female cancers such as breast cancer have also been linked to exposure to pesticides with 
endocrine disrupting properties, including organochlorines (Kettles et al., 1997). A US study found 
that exposure to DDT early in life may increase the risk of developing breast cancer (Cohn et al., 
2007), while a Spanish study linked the high incidence of and mortality from breast cancer in the 
Canary Islands, Spain, to ongoing chronic exposure to DDT and its derivatives (Zumbado et al., 2008). 
A study conducted in Crete, Greece, found that female workers in greenhouses had an elevated risk of 
incidence for a number of lesions, which are risk markers for subsequent invasive breast cancers 
(Dolapsakis et al., 2001). Further research is required to assess the combined effects of exposure to 
multiple agents on the risk of breast cancer (Salehi, Turner et al., 2008). In a study conducted on 
women in India, Mathur et al. found significantly higher residue levels of organochlorine pesticides in 
women that had contracted cancers of the reproductive tract, including cervical, uterine, vaginal and 
ovarian cancers (Mathur et al., 2008). Exposure to pesticides with endocrine disrupting properties has 
been identified as a risk factor for ovarian cancer warranting further research (Salehi, Dunfield et al., 
2008). 

4.2.3 Childhood Cancers  

In industrial countries, 1 child out of 500 develops a cancer before the age of 15 years, with more than 
half of those developing cancer before the age of 6 years (Clavel, 2007). Numerous reviews 
investigating the risk of childhood cancers identify pesticides exposure as an environmental risk 
factor, most frequently through parental occupational exposure (Ferris et al., 2008, Jurewicz and 
Hanke, 2006, Clavel, 2007, Infante-Rivard and Weichenthal, 2007, Bassil et al., 2007, Garry, 2004, 
Tamburlini et al., 2002). In particular, a Norwegian study investigating childhood cancers in farmers’ 
offspring associated the use of pesticides in horticulture with cancers at an early age (Kristensen et al., 
1996), while a US study found children living in agricultural areas to have a significantly increased 
risk for many types of childhood cancers (Carozza, Li, Elgethun and Whitworth, 2008).  

The reviews consistently report positive associations between pesticide exposure and increased risk of 
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, childhood leukaemia, brain cancer, Wilms’ tumour and Ewing’s sarcoma. 
However, uncertainly remains regarding the specific active substances that cause cancer in children. 
Proving causality is made difficult due to the insufficient number of studies conducted per active 
substance combined with unavoidable shortcomings in the epidemiological studies. The uncertain risk 
coupled with the profound impact of childhood cancers lead several authors to advocate a reduction in 
children’s exposure to pesticides (Jurewicz and Hanke, 2006, Bassil et al., 2007).  

With regards to hematopoietic cancers, a number of epidemiological studies reported significant 
associations between parental occupational exposure to pesticides and childhood leukaemia (Monge et 
al. 2007). Ma et al, found the use of professional pest control services at any time from 1 year before 
birth to 3 years after to be associated with a significantly increased risk of childhood leukaemia (Ma et 
al., 2002). A French study found the risk of childhood hematopoietic cancers to be linked to the 
domestic use of pesticides, in particular maternal use of pesticides during pregnancy (Rudant et al., 
2007). A US study found indication of an increased risk for NHL and Burkitt lymphoma in children 
exposed to agricultural pesticides as bystanders (Carozza, Li, Wang, Horrel and Cooper, 2008). 

A number of studies have found the risk of childhood cancers to be higher amongst the children of 
workers in agriculture and children living on farms, with a particularly strong association for 
childhood brain tumours. In a study across seven countries, farm- or agricultural-related exposure was 
positively associated with child brain tumours (Efird et al., 2003). Similarly, a Swedish study found an 
increased risk of brain tumours in children whose fathers were exposed to pesticides (Feychting et al., 
2001), while a US study found paternal use of herbicides of fungicides to be associated with an 
increased risk of brain tumour among their children (Van Wijngaarden et al., 2003).  
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Increased risk of childhood brain tumours has also been associated with exposure to pesticides at 
home (Buckley et al., 1989; Zahm and Ward, 1998; Davis et al., 1993); maternal exposure to various 
types of flea/tick treatment products for pets during pregnancy (Pogoda and Preston-Martin, 1997), 
and children’s exposure to pesticides used for lawn care in the home both during pregnancy and after 
birth (Rosso et al., 2008). Evidence has also been found linking parental exposure with Wilms’ 
tumours (Fear et al, 1998, Bassil et al, 2007, Sharpe et al., 1995) and Ewing’s sarcoma (Valeri et al., 
2002). 

4.3 Mutagenicity/genotoxicity 

Genotoxic chemicals may have effects at the level of DNA, producing mutations (mutagenesis), or at 
the level of the chromosome, producing chromosomal aberrations (clastogenesis) or more profound 
chromosomal effects such as chromosomal deletions (aneugens).  Evidence of genotoxicity is of 
particular interest because of links with possible carcinogenic effects, genotoxic carcinogens being 
regarded as being potential human carcinogens. Chromosome aberrations have been demonstrated to 
be a biomarker for cancer risk (Hagmar et al. 1998). 

A number of studies have therefore been undertaken in pesticide-exposed subjects and/or their 
children with the aim of detecting damage to DNA, chromosomes, etc. A 2003 review of the literature 
concluded that there was a positive association between occupational exposure to complex pesticide 
mixtures and the presence of chromosomal aberrations (CA), sister-chromatid exchanges (SCE) and 
micronuclei (MN) in the cells of occupationally-exposed subjects, although negative results were 
found in other studies (Bolognesi, 2003). Sanborn and co-workers reviewed 22 robust cytogenetic 
studies of pesticide-exposed subjects and reported a statistically significant increase in frequency of 
chromosome aberrations (CAs) in 50% of these studies (Sanborn et al. 2004). Although it has proved 
difficult to link such effects to specific pesticides, and the effects of confounders such as smoking and 
other environmental pollutants must be taken into consideration (Sanborn et al. 2004), genotoxic 
effects have been reported on the spermatozoa of carbaryl-exposed workers (Xia et al, 2005) and a 
high incidence of fetal DNA fragmentation has been demonstrated recently in children born to mothers 
living in a farming community in southern Sri Lanka  and exposed to organophosphate pesticides 
during the pesticide spraying season (Samarawickrema et al. 2008).  

4.4 Reproductive dysfunction 

4.4.1 General 

As reported in particular by Sanborn and co-workers and other Canadian researchers, an association 
between pesticide exposure and a range of adverse reproductive outcomes has been reported in a 
number of papers in the literature, including gynaecological and endocrine dysfunction in women with 
recurrent pregnancy loss and altered placental characteristics (e.g. Sanborn et al., 2004; 2007; Weselak 
et al, 2007; Wigle et al, 2008).  Reproductive effects have been reported in both human and animal 
studies for a large number of pesticides, particularly developmental effects.  Thus occupational 
exposure to pesticides and reproductive hazards for workers, their spouses, as well as developmental 
effects on their children have become a major public health issue. Positive epidemiological evidence is 
considered to exist for persistent organic pollutants such as DDT and DDE, dioxins and furans, 
polychlorinated and polybrominated biphenyls and methyl mercury, some of which have been used as 
pesticides in the past.  However the epidemiological evidence for other pesticides including those still 
in common use is less convincing, in part because of mixed exposures and other confounders. The 
issue of endocrine dysfunction and the possible links with adverse effects on reproductive capacity is 
discussed in section 4.4.2 below. 

Common reproductive outcomes of known and unknown etiology include changes in sexual 
behaviour, infertility, pregnancy outcomes, and functional change, reported in animal studies with 
pesticides such as aldrin, atrazine, benomyl, captan, carbaryl, dieldrin, dinoseb, ioxynil, lindane, 
maneb and paraquat (London Food Commission, 1988.). Developmental (teratogenic) effects have 
been reported with aldrin, benomyl, captan, captafol, 2,4,5-T, dichlorvos and diazinon (Robbins, 1991, 
London Food Commission, 1988).  
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In humans a number of studies have linked 
pesticide exposure, both maternal and 
paternal, with adverse pregnancy outcomes 
such as miscarriage, preterm birth, SGA, 
stillbirth, neonatal death, low birth weight 
and length, foetal distress, and sex ratio (e.g. 
Crisostomo & Molina, 2002; Dimich-Ward 
et al., 1996; Hourani & Hilton, 2000; Perera 
et al. 2003; Jarrell et al., 1998, 2002; Savitz 
et al, 1997; McGready et al. 2001; Kumar, 
2004; Idrovo & Sanín (2007).).  Effects have 
also been reported on child development 
after in utero exposures (developmental 
delay, death, retarded growth parameters 
including reduced weight, height, and head 
and arm circumference) (McGready et al. 
2001; Berkowitz et al, 2004; Windham & 
Fenster, 2008; Wolff et al. 2007). 
Specifically in the case of exposure to 
organophosphate pesticides, effects on foetal 
growth and development, blood 
cholinesterase activity and placental charac- 

teristics have been described (Levario-Carrillo et al, 2001; Wolff et al. 2007; Peiris-John & 
Wickremasinghe, 2008).  

Various malformations have been reported to occur in the children of parents exposed to high levels of 
pesticides, including hydrocephaly, vascular malformations (Loffredo et al., 2001), congenital long 
bone and limb defects (Engel et al. 2000) and anopthalmia, as well as considerably higher miscarriage 
and stillbirth rates (Rita et al, 1986; Arbuckle et al., 1999, 2001). Retrospective studies found a high 
rate of stillbirths and a significant increase in congenital malformations of the neural tube and the 
palate in children born to Vietnamese civilians in a period coinciding with two years of heavy spraying 
of pesticides (Kunstadner, 1982; Kunstadner et al. 2001).    

Sanborn and colleagues concluded on the basis of their review that occupational exposure to 
agricultural chemicals may be associated with adverse reproductive effects including: birth defects, 
fecundability, foetal death and intrauterine growth retardation (Sanborn et al., 2004). 

4.4.2 Endocrine disruption 

There is convincing evidence that a number of pesticides and other environmental chemicals, notably 
persistent organic pollutants such as DDT, DDE and the polychlorinated and polybrominated 
biphenyls can affect endocrine function in laboratory experiments and in wildlife (Vos et al. 2000; 
Rogan & Ragan, 2007; Hotchkiss et al. 2008).  Such chemicals are termed Endrocrine Disrupting 
Chemicals (EDCs), and considerable efforts have been made over the last decade to identify such 
chemicals using internationally agreed test guidelines. Lists of potential EDCs have been drawn up, 
based on the available evidence for effects in laboratory animals and in wildlife (EC 2007). Although 
there is extensive low-level human exposure to many of these chemicals via the environment, it has 
been difficult to demonstrate similar effects on human endocrine function from such exposures, in part 
because of confounders such as mixed exposure to several potential EDCs and other environmental 
factors.  Nonetheless, there is no reason to believe that the effects that have been manifest in 
ecosystems do not also occur in exposed human populations (Rogan & Ragan, 2007).   

Box 4:  Reproductive dysfunction 
 
Occupational exposure to pesticides has been 
associated with birth defects, fecundability, foetal 
death and intrauterine growth retardation.  Other 
adverse reproductive outcomes include 
gynaecological and endocrine dysfunction in 
women with recurrent pregnancy loss and altered 
placental characteristics.   

Reproductive effects have been reported in animal 
studies for a number of pesticides, particularly 
developmental effects.  Positive evidence of 
reproductive effects exists for persistent organic 
pollutants such as DDT and DDE, dioxins and 
furans, polychlorinated and polybrominated 
biphenyls and methylmercury, some of which have 
been used as pesticides in the past.  The evidence 
for other pesticides including those still in common 
use is less convincing, in part because of mixed 
exposures and other confounders. 
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Endocrine disruption has been explored as a 
cause for a number of the adverse 
reproductive outcomes summarised earlier, 
including gynaecological dysfunction in 
women with recurrent pregnancy loss 
(Sanborn et al., 2004; 2007; Weselak et al, 
2007; Wigle et al, 2008) and also in the 
increasing trend towards early puberty in 
girls (Hotchkiss et al. 2008). In addition, 
pathways and targets for endocrine 
disruption extend beyond the traditional 
estrogen/ androgen/ thyroid receptor-
mediated reproductive and developmental 
systems, effects on which may be manifest 
as reproductive disorders both in the 
parental generation and in the offspring  

(Hotchkiss et al. 2008). Thus, more recently it has been suggested that EDCs may play a role in 
obesity and type II diabetes in the United States and other populations (Newbold, 2008). 

4.5 Neurotoxicity, neurobehavioural and cognitive effects 

Several classes of pesticides, including the organophosphate compounds first developed for military 
use as “nerve gases”, have long been known to have acute neurotoxic effects on humans. In recent 
years a number of links between chronic, low-dose exposures and long term neurological problems 
have been identified.  Sanborn mentions “a remarkable consistency of findings of nervous system 
effects of pesticide exposures from pathophysiological and functional tests, through clinical 
examinations, to health care use and mortality data” (Sanborn et al., 2004, p. 88).  

Types of neurotoxic effects linked to pesticide exposure include: (1) neurodegenerative diseases, such 
as Parkinsons and Alzheimer’s; (2) functional nervous system impacts, including cognitive problems; 
(3) mental and emotional impact; and (4) developmental neurotoxicity, i.e., impacts on foetuses and 
young children caused by low-dose exposure to certain chemicals, including some pesticides, during 
critical moments of brain development. 

While convincing experimental evidence in animals exists to document the developmental toxicity of 
many pesticides, epidemiological evidence from human populations is weak (Andersen et al., 2000). 
The lack of field-based evidence is due to the difficulties in proving associations between exposure to 
single substances over long time periods in the large population groups required to generate robust 
data, particularly when other parameters such as nutrition and exposure to other industrial chemicals 
are impossible to control. The most consistent associations found are between previous pesticide 
poisonings, particularly from organophosphates and carbamates, and deteriorations in current 
functions. It is more difficult to distinguish between chronic or cumulative exposure and current 
exposures, except where organophosphates were under scrutiny and cholinesterase levels could be 
measured, since in many populations, exposures are a combination of past poisonings, cumulative 
exposure and current work and home exposures.   

The majority of the approximately 200 industrial chemicals (including 90 pesticides) that have caused 
clinical intoxications also cause effects on the nervous system (Kimbrough et al., 1989; Grandjean et 
al., 1991).  However, neurotoxicity testing is not part of the current requirements for classification of 
new chemicals, except for organophosphate pesticides. Subtle forms of neurotoxicity are difficult to 
examine in experimental models, and the extrapolation to humans is complicated. Thus the total 
number of industrial chemicals with a neurotoxic effect could be much higher than those for which 
detailed human evidence is available.  

 

Box 5:  Endocrine disruption 
 
Emerging evidence suggests that certain chemicals 
including pesticides can interact with the endocrine 
systems of living organisms, including those of 
humans, resulting in altered function and 
consequential adverse health effects, particularly 
on reproductive capacity. Endocrine disruption has 
been explored as a cause for a number of the 
adverse reproductive outcomes summarised earlier, 
including gynaecological dysfunction in women 
with recurrent pregnancy loss and also in the 
increasing trend towards early puberty in girls. 
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4.5.1.  Neurodegenerative diseases 

A number of epidemiological studies have found a strong link between pesticides exposure and 
Parkinson’s disease, a neurodegenerative disease characterized by progressive tremor, bradykinesia 
(slowness in the execution of a movement), rigidity, and postural instability (Brown et al., 2006; 
Hancock et al., 2008). Methodological weaknesses in some studies made it impossible to conclude a 
causal relationship with any particular pesticide compound(s). However, a case-control study that 
investigated associations between several environmental factors and PD in five European countries-- 
Scotland, Italy, Sweden, Romania and Malta -- did find that the significantly increased odds ratios for 
Parkinson's disease/parkinsonism with an exposure-response relationship for pesticides suggested a 
causative role for pesticides, with repeated traumatic loss of consciousness also associated with 
increased risk (Dick, 2007). Another study in southwestern France found an association between 
occupational pesticide exposure and Parkinson’s disease in the elderly (Baldi et al. 2003). Similarly, a 
Danish cohort study found a high risk of Parkinson’s disease for men and women in agriculture and 
horticulture (Tüchsen and Jensen, 2000). 

Links between pesticide exposure and Alzheimer’s have also been investigated, but the findings are 
more inconclusive.  A Spanish study that looked for epidemiological evidence of an association 
between Alzheimer’s and the most frequently studied occupational exposures found an increased and 
statistically significant associations with pesticide exposure, while evidence of association with the 
remaining occupational agents was inconclusive (solvents, electromagnetic fields) or absent (lead, 
aluminium) (Santibáñez et al., 2007).  On the other hand, a case control study in Quebec that assessed 
environmental pesticide exposure based on residential histories and agricultural records for herbicide 
and insecticide spraying failed to show a significant risk of AD with exposure to pesticides (Gautier, et 
al., 2001). 

4.5.2   Functional nervous system impacts, such as cognitive problems 

A 2003 review of the literature on neurobehavioral toxicity of pesticides (Colosio et al., 2003) found 
associations between exposure to DDT and fumigants with permanent decline in neurobehavioral 
functioning and increase in psychiatric symptoms, but could not draw firm conclusions due to the 
limited number of studies available and lack of knowledge on exposure levels.  Impairments in 
neurobehavioral performance and, in some cases, emotional status were long-term consequences of 
acute poisonings but these effects could have been expressions of damage and not of direct 
neurotoxicity. Slight changes were however consistently observed in sheep dippers, suggesting an 
association with occupational exposures at relatively higher exposure levels.  A study looking at 
neurobehavioral performance in preschool children from agricultural (AG) and non-agricultural (non-
AG) communities in the USA found that the AG children – at high risk of exposure to pesticides 
because of the close proximity of their homes to fields where pesticides are applied and from take-
home exposure --performed poorer on measures of response speed and latency compared to non-AG 
children (Rohlman et al., 2005). 

A study of Bordeaux vineyard workers, most of whom had used fungicides, found a possible 
association between reduced neuropsychological performances and long-term exposure to pesticides 
(Baldi et al., 2001).  These findings were confirmed in a prospective cohort study of French elderly 
which found lower cognitive performance in men who had been occupationally exposed to pesticides, 
as well as higher risks of developing Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s disease (Baldi et al., 2003).  

4.5.3  Mental and emotional impacts 

Some epidemiological studies have found associations between levels of exposure to pesticides and 
mental and emotional symptoms (Keifer et al., 1996; van Wijngaarden, 2003). A study of Canadian 
farmers found an association between pesticide use and suicide (Pickett et al., 1998), while a cross-
sectional survey of workers in south-eastern Spain looked at exposure to a combination of pesticides, 
including cholinesterase inhibitors such as carbamates and organophosphates (OPs), in intensive 
greenhouse agriculture (Roldán-Tapia et al., 2008). After controlling for confounds (age and 
educational level), the findings showed association of long-term exposure and worse performance in 
neuropsychological functions, which was interpreted as evidence of a chronic effect of cumulative 
high exposure to OPs and carbamates. 
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4.5.4 Developmental neurotoxicity 

One out of every six children in the U.S. is estimated to have a developmental disorder, and most of 
these are nervous system disabilities, such as autism, attention deficit disorder, mental retardation and 
cerebral palsy (Boyle CA et al., 1994).  These disorders are difficult to treat and may be permanent, 
therefore costly to the families and societal structures that must care for these children and the adults 
they may become.   

The causes of such neurodevelopmental disorders are mostly unknown.  However, as mentioned 
already in section 3.2.3, during foetal development and through early childhood the developing brain 
is particularly susceptible to the adverse effects of neurotoxicants, due to its immaturity and ongoing 
development (Rodier, 1995; Andersen et al., 2000). Optimal brain development requires that a 
multitude of processes must take place in a tightly controlled sequence, with specific substances used 
to trigger each step of the processes.  Neurotoxicants can interact with these substances to disturb the 
signalling process in a way that can halt or inhibit a development process. Consequences for the 
developing child can be substantial and include permanent abnormalities, such as brain damage, 
behavioural disorders and reduced intelligence (Tamburlini et al., 2002).  

The first evidence of a substance’s neurotoxicity has usually been found in adults with occupational 
exposure. Epidemiological evidence of neurobehavioural deficits in children with prenatal exposures 
at levels not toxic to adults may not emerge until decades later.  Today several hundred industrial 
chemicals, including at least 90 pesticide substances, have come to be recognised as neurotoxic to 
adults and are also suspected of causing subclinical brain dysfunction (Grandjean and Landrigan, 
2006).  Because exposure to these chemicals during foetal development can cause brain injury at 
levels much lower than levels affecting adult brain function, and because of the gap in time between 
identification of neurotoxicity to adults and the gathering of epidemiological data on effects on 
children, Grandjean and Landrigan (2006) speak of a “silent pandemic” of neurodevelopmental 
disorders caused by industrial chemicals.   

Studies of pre-school children in pervasive exposure situations (e.g., farm worker families) have had 
to consider maternal, in-utero and early childhood exposures.  Studies of children diagnosed with 
autism spectrum disorders (ASDs) in the California Central Valley found a strong link between 
mother’s residential distance from sites of agricultural pesticide application and the stage of gestation 
at the time of pesticide use (McGovern, 2007; Roberts et al., 2007). Three time windows were of 
special interest: the period leading up to and covering central nervous system embryogenesis (1 week 
before conception through 7 weeks after), the period leading up to and covering neural tube 
development (4 days before conception through 24 days after) and overall gestation (2 weeks before 
conception through birth).  The association pointed to a connection between organochlorines and 
ASDs but could not conclude causality. However, ASD risk increased with the poundage of 
organochlorine applied and decreased with distance from field sites.  

4.6 Immunotoxic effects 

There is evidence that some pesticides are immunotoxic in experimental animal studies, and a growing 
body of epidemiological studies document pesticide-related effects in the immune systems of humans. 
Current science cannot yet accurately characterize the public health implications from pesticide-
associated immune system damage at the population level or for specific groups. However the 
evidence to date clearly indicates that exposure to certain pesticides, individually and/or in 
combination with other xenobiotics, does compromise immune system function, and may pose 
potentially significant threats to human health (Duramad et al 2007, Sanborn et al 2004, Galloway and 
Handy 2003, Phillips 2000, Solomon 2000, Voccia et al 1999, Banerjee et al 1996, Faustini et al 1996, 
Reppetto and Baliga 1997). 

Pesticide-associated immune system effects documented in humans include hypersensitivity reactions 
(which can range from dermatitis to asthma or anaphylaxis); suppression or stimulation of immune 
system function (in some cases by the same pesticide at different doses) and cancers of the immune 
cell lines (Sanborn 2004, Solomon 2000, Voccia et all 1999). Effects on the immune system may be 
manifest as altered susceptibility to infectious and other disease states including cancer.  
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Pesticides found to date to have some degree of immunoxic effects include organotin compounds; 
some fungicides; phenoxy and triazine herbicides, and insecticides in the organophosphate, carbamate, 
organochlorine and pyrethroid classes (Sanborn et al 2004, Wilson 2004, Galloway and Handy 2003, 
Colosio et al 1998, Faustini et al 1996). 

Recent studies documenting immune system impacts in people exposed to pesticides in the EU include 
altered immune profiles in Italian agricultural workers exposed to the EDBC fungicide mancozeb and 
the herbicide proponil (Corsini et al 2005, 2007); impaired humoral and cellular immune responses in 
Germans exposed to the organochlorine wood preservative pentachlorophenol (Daniel et al 2001); and 
reductions of the percentage of immune cells that identify and destroy virally infected cells in Italian 
farmers exposed to 2,4-D and phenoxy herbicides 2,4-D and MCPA, a condition that may increase the 
risk of certain cancers, e.g. lymphomas (De Roos et al 2003, Faustini et al 1996, Newcombe 1992).  

In addition to direct immunotoxic impacts, some pesticides may be indirectly immunotoxic.  For 
example, xenobiotic-induced dysfunction in the neuroendocrine system can have immune effects, not 
through direct action on immune cells, but by disrupting brain-immune interactions (Fuchs 1994). 
Organophosphate pesticides may also cause indirect immunotoxic effects as a result of changes they 
induce in the nervous system (Galloway and Handy 2003)  

Immunotoxicology is a relatively new field, and many studies emphasize a pressing need for more 
appropriate testing protocols and screening methods in order to identify pesticide immune effects of 
prognostic significance. As in the case of developmental neurotoxicity, intrinsic differences between 
and within individuals make the immunotoxic effects of occupational and environmental pesticide 
exposure difficult to study (Solomon 2000) Thus, where they exist, current regulatory standards 
relating to immunotoxicity are unlikely to be adequately health protective, particularly for 
occupationally exposed and vulnerable groups including foetuses, infants and children.  

Because science in this area is evolving rapidly, increasing knowledge of pesticide effects on the 
immune system can be expected to influence regulatory decision making for some time to come. 
Under these circumstances inclusion of immunotoxic parameters within the regulation, as proposed in 
the EP version, seems justified as a public health measure. 
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5. Potential benefits from implementing the cut-off criteria 

The previous section summarizes the findings from various epidemiology studies that have found 
strong associations between exposure to pesticides and various health end-points.  Because some of 
the health impacts, including several cancers and Parkinson’s disease, may not develop until years 
after exposure, such studies may not be able to identify clear associations until considerable time has 
elapsed.  

As already noted, humans are exposed to pesticides through a number of pathways, including 
occupational exposure, the consumption of food containing pesticide residues, inhaling, ingesting or 
adsorbing pesticides through the skin as a bystander to application, and through drinking water 
contaminated with pesticides.  The long-time periods over which exposure can take place, variations in 
individual vulnerability and the synergistic affects of exposure to multiple substances in the everyday 
environment make analysis of the human health impacts of individual substances extremely complex. 
Proving a causal association between a specific substance and long-term illness such as a neurological 
or immunological disorder is particularly challenging.  

The lack of precise and corroborated data on the health effects of exposure to many active substances 
generates some uncertainty regarding the benefits of limiting their access to the market. For all of the 
above reasons, estimation of the avoided deaths and other health benefits that may be achieved 
through controls over specific pesticides is an uncertain practice at the present time.  

In this section we summarize some of the key studies to date in this area.  We then apply a few of the 
methodologies to arrive at initial estimates of (1) the potential scale of human health impacts from 
pesticides, and (2) costs that could be avoided by eliminating exposures to specific substances caught 
by the proposed cut-off criteria.  Because of the uncertainties identified above, any results – including 
those of our own efforts -- should be considered indicative rather than definitive  

5.1 Previous efforts to estimate costs to human health from exposure to pesticides 

Most of the potential health benefits from restricting the use of certain pesticides would accrue 
through avoiding the costs of health impacts associated with pesticide exposure. These costs could 
include health service costs, the value of an individual’s lost quality of life, the value of a statistical 
life lost due to a pesticide-related death, or loss of productivity (days of work lost) due to a pesticide-
related poisoning, whether acute or chronic. 

The difficulty of estimating these benefits in relation to reduced exposure to chemicals is commented 
on by virtually every study that has attempted such an assessment (Bowles and Webster, 1995).  Most 
studies have limited their efforts in this area to measuring direct costs linked to acute poisonings 
caused by exposure to specific chemicals. Very few studies have taken on the challenge of estimating 
economic benefits in terms of reduced costs from chronic health effects linked to specific chemicals, 
because of the difficulty in showing causation due to exposure.   

Several global estimates have been ventured in this area. A World Bank study (Lvovsky et al., 2001) 
estimated that in established market economies pollution from agro-industrial chemicals and chemical 
pollution from diffuse sources caused between 0.6% and 2.5% of the total burden of disease (that is, 
deaths and general ill health) with a central estimate of 1.5%. These estimates were based on 
conservative (5%) and liberal (20%) percentages of the total burden of disease attributable to pesticide 
exposure in some 15 disease categories. The degree of imprecision in these assumptions indicates the 
lack of a robust understanding of the full impact of chemicals on the general health of the population.   

A frequently cited study on the environmental and economic costs of pesticide use in the U.S. 
(Pimentel, 1992) estimated annual U.S. costs of human health effects due to pesticide exposures at 
$787 million (approximately €555 million at current values).  Estimates of costs attributable to acute 
poisonings included hospitalisations ($6.8 million), outpatient treatment ($17 million), and lost work 
due to poisonings ($1.76 million).  The figures for persons hospitalised (est. 2380 persons/year x 2.84 
days) and for lost days of work due to poisonings (est. 4680 workers x 4.7 days) were based on two 
national studies of hospitalized pesticide poisonings, carried out through USEPA (Keefe et al. 1990; as 
quoted by Pimentel 1992). The study also calculated that the 27 fatalities from pesticide poisoning that 
occurred during the selected year cost $2 million each, or $54 million total.  
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More controversially, the Pimentel study also tried to estimate costs of health impacts and 
environmental damage from chronic exposures to pesticides.  For example, on the basis of an 
assumption that 1% of all cancers could be attributed to pesticide exposure, it arrived at an annual cost 
of treating pesticide-induced cancers of $707 million. However, this methodological approach has 
been criticised as highly speculative. 

A 2001 study by Pretty et al. that assessed the external costs of UK agriculture declined to estimate 
costs of chronic exposure to pesticides because of the difficulties in establishing a reliable causal link 
between pesticide exposure and a particular health outcome. That study’s estimates of health costs to 
humans counted only the costs of acute poisonings on the basis of figures for hospitalisations and days 
of work lost specifically linked to high-level pesticide exposure, to arrive at an annual cost of $2 
million. This approach was also taken by Waibel et al. in a 1999 study focusing on Germany, which 
estimated a total of $14 million in annual health costs in that country due to acute pesticide poisonings.   

Several innovative studies of the benefits of reduced exposure to chemicals have been carried out in 
relation to REACH (see Annex III for more detailed descriptions).  The European Commission’s 
Extended Impact Assessment estimated that the total health benefits from REACH would be some €50 
billion over the next 30 years, assuming 4,500 lives saved every year due to REACH and using the 
value of €1 million per statistical life (Commission Staff Working Paper, 2003).  Another study 
estimated occupational health impact reductions within the EU-15 arising from REACH would range 
from some €18 billion to €27 billion over a 30 year period, with more than 99% of the reductions 
coming from the avoidance of future cancer deaths (RPA, 2003).   

A study for the European Trade Union Technical Bureau for Health and Safety (Musu, 2004) 
calculated that at least 4% of occupational cancer cases and 2% of occupational neurological disease 
cases were related to chemical exposure. Finally, a Sheffield University study analysing the impact of 
REACH on the health of the EU-24 work force assumed that all cases of occupational skin and 
respiratory diseases were likely to be affected by REACH, and estimated cost savings due to REACH 
at around €3.5 billion over the next 10-year period and an aggregate cost savings of €90 billion over a 
30-year time period, after which the full effects of REACH would be in place. 

A 2007 study on the burden of occupational cancer in Great Britain (Ruston & Hutchings) aimed to 
produce an updated estimate of the current effects of occupation on cancer mortality.  The primary 
measure of the occupational burden of cancer was the attributable fraction (AF), i.e., the proportion of 
cases that would not have occurred in the absence of the occupational exposure. The study calculated 
occupation-attributable burdens for six types of cancers, using statistically significant risk ratios (RR) 
or odds ratios (OR) derived from human epidemiology studies.  The methodology considered the 
number of people exposed as a fraction of the total labour force, and then on the basis of a formula 
derived the attributable fraction (AF) of a disease within a particular occupation. The study concluded 
that the current burden of six cancers due to past occupational exposures is 8% for men and 1.5% for 
women. It considered this to be a conservative estimate given that large numbers of workers, including 
farmers and other agricultural workers, were exposed to several carcinogenic agents over the risk 
exposure periods.  

5.2 Potential health benefits from exclusion of CMR 1-2 & endocrine disruptors 

To attempt to identify the scale of the potential cost savings from the cut-off criteria, the following 
methodology was used. Firstly, studies on the health benefits of chemical legislation were reviewed, 
including the assumptions used to calculate these benefits. Most of these related to the REACH 
Regulation, and summaries can be found in Annex III.  Then the assumptions made in the various 
studies on the benefits of chemicals legislation were used (extrapolated) to estimate the potential cost 
savings that may be achievable through implementation of the proposed cut-off criteria. 

For example, use of the figures in the 1992 study by Pimentel et al. (when the U.S. population was 256 
million) for the incidence of poisonings, if extrapolated to the EU population of 490 million at the 
present time, derives an estimated number of hospitalisations due to pesticide poisonings of 8958 
persons/year, as well as an estimated lost days of 19,000 work per year due to poisonings.  Using the 
1992 U.S. figures for costs of hospitalisation and lost days of work, European costs could reach €9.7 
million per year for hospitalisations, and €2.5 million for lost work due to poisonings.  Since these 
costs are based on 1992 cost information, these estimated costs must be considered very conservative. 
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Another extrapolation can be made from the 1992 Pimentel assumption that less than 1% of US cancer 
cases are due to pesticides. In 1995 there were an estimated 2.6 million new cases of cancer in Europe, 
representing over one-quarter of the world burden of cancer. In 2002 worldwide, an estimated 11 
million cancer cases were diagnosed; one quarter or 2.75 million being in Europe. A later study 
estimated 3 million new cases and 1.7 million deaths each year in Europe from cancer (Ferlay et al 
2007). All these estimates are similar -- between 2.6 and 3 million cases of cancer a year in Europe. 
Using the lower bound figure of 2.6 million and assuming less that 1% were due to pesticides, this 
equates to less than 26,000 cases of cancer per year that are due to pesticides. Using the standard value 
per statistical life (VOSL) of €1 million, this equates to a maximum possible saving of €26 billion 
each year.    

It is not clear how many cases of cancer would be avoided by the strict cut-off criteria in the Common 
Position. However, it could be assumed that if the remaining active substances meeting the criteria for 
classification as carcinogenic categories 1 and 2 were restricted, a significant proportion of the 
maximum €26 billion could be saved.  In addition, further savings could be possible in the future, if 
some substances now classified as CMR3 are reclassified as CMR 2 on the basis of new scientific 
evidence. 

A new study by RPA (July 2008) carried out for the UK Pesticides Safety Directorate extends the 
methodology used by Rushton (see above) to consider the benefits of pesticide regulation.  It 
developed four different case studies, two of which focused on the potential occupational health 
benefits arising from withdrawal of approvals for specific active substances. For the estimates of 
occupational health benefits, the RPA study adapts this approach to develop estimates of the farm 
labour force exposed to a specific pesticide during the relevant exposure period, using UK-specific 
data.  The study then used statistically sound risk ratios or odds ratios for seven different pesticides. 
However, the July 2008 study by RPA takes on this challenge.   

The RPA study estimated the benefits of withdrawal of approvals for the seven active substances at a 
lower range of £93 to £186 million in potential cancer cases avoided for spray operators only, with an 
upper range of £354 to £709 million in potential cancer cases avoided for the maximum exposed farm 
worker population in the UK, over the relevant exposure period of 30 years (RPA, 2008).  These 
figures are for the UK only. If expressed in Euros and extrapolated to the EU population as a whole 
(which is roughly 8 times the size of the UK), the benefits of withdrawing approvals for those 
substances could have an upper bound range of €3,568 to €7,160 billion over the coming 30 years for 
the maximum exposed farm worker population.  

5.3 Potential health benefits from exclusion of developmental neurotoxic and immunotoxic 
active substances 

A number of estimates have been made for the overall costs to society of developmental neurotoxic 
disabilities such as autism and loss of cognitive ability.  This section reviews a few of these studies 
and considers the possible scope of such impacts on an EU-wide basis. 

Costs of autism. A 2006 U.S. study estimated that it can cost $3.2 million to take care of an autistic 
person over his or her lifetime, and that the annual cost of caring for all people with autism in the US 
comes to an estimated $35 billion per year (Ganz, 2006). Two cost components were considered: 
direct costs (medical costs including physician and outpatient services, prescription medication, 
behavioural therapies and non-medical including special education and child care) and indirect costs 
(lost productivity both for the person with autism and for the person’s parents).  

By way of comparison, a recent study on the Economic Consequences of Autism in the UK estimated 
that 107,000 UK children and 433,000 adults have an autistic disorder. The overall cost of caring for 
the U.K.’s children with autism was estimated at £2.7 billion a year, while the cost of carrying for its 
autistic adults was estimated at £25 billion – an annual cost to the UK of just under £28 billion.  The 
lifetime cost to society for someone with autism was estimated to be as much as £4.7 million per 
person.  
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A Swedish study arrived at annual costs per child of a similar magnitude to those in the UK study 
(which work out to approximately € 32,000/year per child).  The Swedish study estimated the societal 
economic consequences of autistic spectrum disorder at approximately $50,000 per child (Järbrink, K., 
2007). In addition, parents of ASD-diagnosed children spent an average of some additional 1000 hours 
a year to care and support their child, which placed a significant burden on families in addition to out-
of-pocket expenditures.  

The potential impacts of exposure of children to developmental neurotoxic pesticides could be similar 
to the now well-documented impacts of exposure to lead and mercury.  One study estimated the 
annual cost to the U.S. of lead poisoning as $43.4 billion (Landrigan et al. 2002). A later analysis 
focusing on the neurodevelopmental impacts of methyl mercury --specifically loss of intelligence in 
children used national blood mercury prevalence data to estimate that between 316,588 and 637,233 
infants born each year in the U.S. had cord blood mercury levels over levels associated with loss of IQ 
(Trasande et al., 2005). The study estimated the cost of the resulting loss of intelligence in terms of the 
diminished economic productivity that would persist over the lifetime of these children, which was 
considered to come to some $8.7 billion annually (range, $2.2-43.8 billion, in 2000 US$). 

5.4 Areas for further analysis  

As flagged above, few studies have ventured to estimate the health-related costs of certain chronic 
health end-points that might be attributable to exposure to a specific chemical. As mentioned earlier, 
the July 2008 study by RPA took on this challenge, using UK-specific data. In the course of carrying 
out this impact assessment, efforts were made to apply the RPA methodology to a specific chemical 
(chlorpyrifos) to the EU agricultural labour force, using Eurostat data.  This effort did not prove 
successful due to lack of data, e.g., amounts of chlorpyrifos used in certain crops across the EU that 
could be used to estimate exposure.  In addition, the inherent uncertainties in the use of risk-ratios and 
odds-ratios which reflect associations between exposure and cancer outcomes, rather than 
demonstrated causality, need to be recognised.  Nonetheless, if the necessary data could be developed 
the methodology could provide some concrete cost figures to indicate benefits that might be achieved 
by reducing occupational exposure to specific active substances, in terms of particular health end-
points.  

There is now an extensive body of scientific work that has found statistically sound evidence of strong 
associations between exposures to pesticides as a group and to specific substances.  What are missing 
are robust economic analyses of the true costs of chronic exposures to chemicals in general and 
pesticides in particular, similar to the studies calculating the various benefits that were expected to 
accrue due to REACH. 
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6 Conclusions 

This study has compiled an overview of recent epidemiology studies that have found strong 
associations between pesticide exposure and a range of health impacts. It has also endeavoured to 
assess some of the health benefits that may be expected in the years to come if exposure to certain 
chemicals is eliminated, thereby saving society the costs that would be expected from their associated 
impacts on human health.  The following conclusions were reached: 

6.1 Hazard-based cut-off criteria are justified where a preventive approach is needed 

It should be recognised that the current risk-management system under Directive 91/414/EEC for 
evaluating active substances has already succeeded in eliminating a number of substances because 
they were considered to pose unacceptable risks to human health and/or the environment.  As a result 
of the more than 15-year-long review process under Directive 91/414/EEC, many of the most 
problematic active substances have now been withdrawn from the EU market, or not approved for 
Annex I inclusion. Some of the not-approved substances had been in use within Europe for several 
decades – long enough for epidemiological evidence to accumulate about associations between 
specific chemicals and health impacts among exposed populations.   

In the course of the literature review carried out for this study, substance-specific epidemiology 
studies were not available for the majority of the substances that would be caught by the cut-off 
criteria of CMR 1 & 2, endocrine disruption, etc.  However, as already pointed out, the absence of 
evidence of effects does not equate to absence of effects.  The long latency periods between low-level 
exposures and emergence of firm evidence of health impacts means that it can take many years for 
such evidence to accumulate.   

Although only a few of the epidemiology studies reviewed in the course of preparing this study have 
been able to link specific chemicals with specific health impacts, the body of scientific work in this 
area indicates a need for a preventive approach that focuses on reducing human exposure to certain 
pesticides to a minimum.  In the absence of epidemiology studies, hazard-based criteria derived from 
experimental and animal-based studies are important tools for prevention and should be considered for 
those substances where negligibility of exposure cannot be assured.  

6.2 The proposed cut-off criteria reflect the seriousness of associated health effects  

The CMR 1 & 2 cut-off criteria in the Common Position and in the European Parliament’s first 
reading amendments reflect the seriousness of the health effects caused by substances that are 
carcinogenic, mutagenic and/or toxic to reproduction.  Given that many CMR3 substances may be 
reclassified at a future point as CMR2, the additional proposal of the European Parliament to include 
CMR3 as criteria for toxicity in the case of persistent, bioaccumulating and toxic (PBT) substances 
and for defining substances as candidates for substitution also deserves strong consideration. 

The cut-off criterion for endocrine disruption addresses the increasingly strong emerging evidence that 
certain chemicals can interact with the endocrine systems of living organisms, including those of 
humans, resulting in altered function and consequential adverse health effects, particularly on 
reproductive capacity. 

The active substances that would be eliminated by the cut-off criteria are of high concern even if, in a 
number of cases, there is not yet epidemiological evidence to back up the laboratory and animal 
studies that have started to flag problems. In such cases of scientific uncertainty, where inaction could 
have serious consequences, additional policy measures may be warranted in order to ensure sufficient 
health protection for EU citizens. 

6.3 The special vulnerability of children argues for extreme caution with respect to 
developmental neurotoxicants 

This study found a wide range of evidence pointing to a strong association between neurological 
problems in children and exposure to pesticides during critical periods of brain development.  Due to 
the gravity of the potential health impacts and the high costs to society from low-level chronic damage 
to children from neurotoxicants, many experts have recommended adopting a precautionary approach 
to limiting children’s exposure.   
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Several studies noted that it took decades to gather sufficient epidemiological evidence of the 
neurotoxic effects of lead and mercury to convince policymakers to take action.  Recalling this, and 
noting the body of evidence starting to accumulate concerning potential impacts of neurotoxins and 
immunotoxins on human health in terms of increased incidence of PD, autism, asthma, etc., the 
developmental neurotoxic and immunotoxic parameters added to the proposed Regulation by the 
European Parliament during the first reading amendments also appear to be warranted. 

If it is not be possible to limit exposure of pregnant women and young children to such chemicals at 
levels that would protect brain development, then restricting use of such chemicals to those 
circumstances where exposure would be negligible is necessary to prevent future harm.  Strict 
regulation could be relaxed at a later stage if later documentation (on the basis of exposure that has 
already taken place) shows less harm than anticipated. 

6.4 The cut-off criteria will provide additional protection for farmers and their families 

The cut-off criteria are intended to provide additional health protection for all EU citizens.  But they 
will have the most direct benefit on the farmers and agricultural workers who have the highest risk of 
pesticide exposures and associated health problems, due to their occupational and environmental 
situations.   

As a number of epidemiological studies cited in this report have found, farmers, agricultural workers 
and their children are at higher risk of incurring health problems due to long-term exposures to 
pesticides.  The current occupational safety measures appear to provide insufficient protection to this 
important occupational group and their families.  The fact that the people responsible for producing 
Europe’s food must carry this disproportionate risk and the subsequent costs needs to be balanced 
against any risks of increased food production costs due to reduced availability of certain pesticides. 

6.5 Initial economic analysis indicates potential benefits are significant; more economic 
analysis needed  

There is now an extensive body of scientific work that has found statistically sound evidence of strong 
associations between exposures to pesticides as a group and to specific substances.  What are missing 
are robust economic analyses of the true costs of chronic exposures to chemicals in general and 
pesticides in particular.   

The REACH studies calculating the various benefits that are expected to accrue as the REACH 
controls are implemented provided important guidance to policy makers. A similar body of economic 
analysis is now needed to provide more solid information on the current costs to society in terms of the 
external impacts on human health and the environment from dependence on chemical pesticides for 
plant protection, as well as on the benefits of reducing exposures.  
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A N N E X  V I  

GENERAL CLASSIFICATION AND LABELLING REQUIREMENTS FOR DANGEROUS SUBSTANCES AND 
PREPARATIONS 
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

2. CLASSIFICATION ON THE BASIS OF PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES 

2.1. Introduction 

2.2. Criteria for classification, choice of symbols, indication of danger, choice of risk phrases 

2.2.1. Explosive 

2.2.2. Oxidising 

2.2.3. Extremely flammable 

2.2.4. Highly flammable 

2.2.5. Flammable 

2.2.6. Other physico-chemical properties 

3. CLASSIFICATION ON THE BASIS OF TOXICOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 

3.1. Introduction 

3.2. Criteria for classification, choice of symbols, indication of danger, choice of risk phrases 

3.2.1. Very toxic 

3.2.2. Toxic 

3.2.3. Harmful 

3.2.4. Comments regarding the use of R48 

3.2.5. Corrosive 

3.2.6. Irritant 

3.2.7. Sensitisation 

3.2.8. Other toxicological properties 

4. CLASSIFICATION ON THE BASIS OF SPECIFIC EFFECTS ON HUMAN HEALTH 

4.1. Introduction 

4.2. Criteria for classification, indication of danger, choice of risk phrases 

4.2.1. Carcinogenic substances 

4.2.2. Mutagenic substances 

4.2.3. Substances toxic to reproduction 

4.2.4. Procedure for the classification of preparations concerning specific effects on health 

 

 

4. CLASSIFICATION ON THE BASIS OF SPECIFIC EFFECTS ON HUMAN HEALTH 

4.1. Introduction 

4.1.1. This chapter sets out the procedure for the classification of substances which may have the effects mentioned 
below. For preparations see section 4.2.4. 

4.1.2. If a manufacturer, distributor or importer has information available which indicates that a substance should be 
classified and labelled in accordance with the criteria given in section 4.2.1, 4.2.2 or 4.2.3, he shall 
provisionally label the substance in accordance with these criteria, on the basis of the assessment of the 
evidence by a competent person. 
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4.1.3. The manufacturer, distributor or importer shall submit as soon as possible a document summarising all 
relevant information to one Member State in which the substance is placed on the market. Relevant 
information in this context comprises in particular all available published and unpublished information 
required for appropriate classification of the substance in question, on the basis of the intrinsic properties 
according to the categories laid down in Article 2(2) and in accordance with the criteria in this Annex. The 
submitted summary document should include a bibliography containing all relevant references, including any 
relevant unpublished data. 

4.1.4. Furthermore, a manufacturer, distributor or importer who has new data which are relevant to the 
classification and labelling of a substance in accordance with the criteria given in section 4.2.1, 4.2.2 or 4.2.3, 
shall submit this data as soon as possible to one Member State in which the substance is placed on the 
market. 

 

.   4.1.5     To obtain as quickly as possible a harmonised classification for the Community by the procedure 
defined in Article 28 of this Directive, Member States which have relevant information available 
justifying the classification of a substance in one of these categories, whether submitted by the manufacturer 
or not, should forward such information together with suggestions for classification and labelling, to the 
Commission as soon as possible. 

The Commission will forward to the other Member States the classification and labelling proposal that it 
receives. Any Member State may ask the Commission for the information it bas received. 

Any Member State which bas good reason to believe that the suggested classification and labelling is 
inappropriate as far as the carcinogenic, mutagenic or reproductive toxicity effects are concerned shall notify 
the Commission there of 

4.2. Criteria for classification, indication of danger, choice of risk phrases 

4.2.1. Carcinogenic substances 

For the purpose of classification and labelling, and having regard to the current state of knowledge, such 
substances are divided into three categories: 

Category 1 

Substances known to be carcinogenic to man. There is sufficient evidence to establish a causal association 
between human exposure to a substance and the development of cancer. 

Category 2 

Substances which should be regarded as if they are carcinogenic to man. There is sufficient evidence to 
provide a strong presumption that human exposure to a substance may result in the development of cancer, 
generally on the basis of: 

— appropriate long-term animal studies, 

— other relevant information. 

Category 3 

Substances which cause concern for man owing to possible carcinogenic effects but in respect of which the 
available information is not adequate for making a satisfactory assessment. There is some evidence from 
appropriate animal studies, but this is insufficient to place the substance in category 2. 

4.2.1.1. The following symbols and specific risk phrases apply: 

Categories 1 and 2: 

Substances classified carcinogenic category 1 or 2 shall be assigned the symbol 'T and the risk phrase 

R45 May cause cancer 

However, substances and preparations which present a carcinogenic risk only when inhaled, for example, as 
dust, vapour or fumes, (other routes of exposure e.g. by swallowing or in contact with skin do not present 
any carcinogenic risk), shall be assigned the symbol 'T and the risk phrase 

R49 May cause cancer by inhalation 

Categories 3: 

Substances classified as carcinogenic category 3 shall be assigned the symbol 'Xn' and the risk phrase 

R40 Limited evidence of a carcinogenic effect 

4.2.1.2. Comments regarding the categorisation of carcinogenic substances 

The placing of a substance into category 1 is done on the basis of epidemiological data; placing into 
categories 2 and 3 is based primarily on animal experiments. 

For classification as a category 2 carcinogen either positive results in two animal species should be available or 
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clear positive evidence in one species, together with supporting evidence such as genotoxicity data, 
metabolic or biochemical studies, induction of benign tumours, structural relationship with other known 
carcinogens, or data from epidemiological studies suggesting an association. 

Category 3 actually comprises 2 subcategories: 

(a) substances which are well investigated but for which the evidence of a tumour-inducing effect is 
insufficient for classification in category 2. Additional experiments would not be expected to yield 
further relevant information with respect to classification; 

(b) substances which are insufficiently investigated. The available date are inadequate, but they raise concern 
for man. This classification is provisional; further experiments are necessary before a final decision can be 
made. 

For a distinction between categories 2 and 3 the arguments listed below are relevant which reduce the 
significance of experimental tumour induction in view of possible human exposure. These arguments, 
especially in combination, would lead in most cases to classification in category 3, even though tumours have 
been induced in animals: 

— carcinogenic effects only at very high dose levels exceeding the 'maximal tolerated dose'. The 
maximal tolerated dose is characterised by toxic effects which, although not yet reducing lifespan, go 
along with physical changes such as about 10 % retardation in weight gain, 

— appearance of tumours, especially at high dose levels, only in particular organs of certain species 
known to be susceptible to a high spontaneous tumour formation, 

— appearance of tumours, only at the site of application, in very sensitive test systems (e.g. i.p. or s.c. 
application of certain locally active compounds), if the particular target is not relevant to man, 

— lack of genotoxicity in short-terra tests in vivo and in vitro, 

— existence of a secondary mechanism of action with the implication of a practical threshold above a 
certain dose level (e.g., hormonal effects on target organs or on mechanisms of physiological regulation, 
chronic stimulation of cell prolifération), 

— existence of a species-specific mechanism of tumour formation (e.g. by specific metabolic 
pathways) irrelevant for man. 

For a distinction between category 3 and no classification arguments are relevant which exclude a concern for 
man: 

 

4.2.2.1. For the purposes of classification and labelling, and having regard to the current state of knowledge, such 
substances are divided into three categories: 

— a substance should not be classified in any of the categories if the mechanism of experimental 
tumour 
formation is clearly identified, with good evidence that this process cannot be extrapolated to man, 

— if the only available tumour data are liver tumours in certain sensitive strains of mice, without any 
other supplementary evidence, the substance may not be classified in any of the categories, 

— particular attention should be paid to cases where the only available tumour data are the occurrence of 
neoplasms at sites and in strains where they are well known to occur spontaneously with a high 
incidence. 

4.2.2 Mutagenic substances 

Category 1 

Substances known to be mutagenic to man. 

There is sufficient evidence to establish a causal association between human exposure to a substance and 
heritable genetic damage. 

Category 2 

Substances which should be regarded as if they are mutagenic to man. 

There is sufficient evidence to provide a strong presumption that human exposure to the substance may result in 
the development of heritable genetic damage, generally on the basis of: 

— appropriate animal studies, 

— other relevant 

information. Category 3 

Substances which cause concern for man owing to possible mutagenic effects. There is evidence from 
appropriate mutagenicity studies, but this is insufficient to place the substance in category 2. 
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4.2.2.2. The following symbols and specific risk phrases apply: 

Categories 1 and 2: 

Substances classified as mutagenic category 1 or 2 shall be assigned the symbol 'T and the risk phrase 

R46 May cause heritable genetic damage 

Categories 3: 

Substances classified as mutagenic category 3 shall be assigned the symbol 'M and the risk phrase 

R68 Possible risk of irreversible effects. 

4.2.2.3. Comments regarding the categorisation of mutagenic substances 

Definition of terms: 

A mutation is a permanent change in the amount or structure of the genetic material in an organism, 
resulting in a change of the phenotypic characteristics of the organism. The alterations may involve a single 
gene, a block of genes, or a whole chromosome. Effects involving single genes may be a consequence of 
effects on single DNA bases (point mutations) or of large changes, including deletions, within the gene. Effects 
on whole chromosomes may involve structural or numerical changes. A mutation in the germ cells in sexually 
reproducing organisms may be transmitted to the offspring. A mutagen is an agent that gives rise to an 
enhanced occurrence of mutations. 

It should be noted that substances are classified as mutagens with specific reference to inherited genetic 
damage. However, the type of results leading to classification of chemicals in category 3: 'induction of 
genetically relevant events in somatic cells' is generally also regarded as an alert for possible carcinogenic 
activity. 

Method development for mutagenicity testing is an ongoing process. For many new tests no standardised 
protocols and evaluation criteria are presently available. For the evaluation of mutagenicity data the quality of 
the test performance and the degree of validation of the test method have to be considered. 

 

Category 1 

 

To place a substance in category 1, positive evidence from human mutation epidemiology studies will be 
needed. Examples of such substances are not known to date. It is recognised that it is extremely difficult toobtain 
reliable information from studies on the incidence of mutations in human populations, or on possible increases in 
their frequencies. 

Category 2 

To place a substance in category 2, positive results are needed from assays showing (a) mutagenic effects, or (b) 
other cellular interactions relevant to mutagenicity, in germ cells of mammals in vivo, or (c) mutagenic 
effects in somatic cells of mammals in vivo in combination with clear evidence that the substance or a relevant 
metabolite reaches the germ cells. 

With respect to placement in category 2, at present the following methods are appropriate: 

2(a) In vivo germ cell mutagenicity assays: 

— specific locus mutation test, 

— heritable translocation test, 

— dominant lethal mutation test. 

These assays actually demonstrate the appearance of affected progeny or a defect in the developing embryo. 

2 (b) In vivo assays showing relevant interaction with germ cells (usually DNA): 

— assays for chromosomal abnormalities, as detected by cytogenetic analysis, including 
aneuploidy, caused by malsegregation of chromosomes, 

— test for sister chromatid exchanges (SCEs), 

— test for unscheduled DNA synthesis (UDS), 

— assay of (covalent) binding of mutagen to germ cell DNA, 

— assaying other kinds of DNA damage. 
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These assays provide evidence of a more or less indirect nature. Positive results in these assays would 
normally be supported by positive results from in vivo somatic cell mutagenicity assays, in mammals or in 
man (see under category 3, preferably methods as under 3(a)). 

2(c) In vivo assays showing mutagenic effects in somatic cells of mammals (see under 3(a)), in combination 
with toxicoldnetic methods, or other methodologies capable of demonstrating that the compound or a 
relevant metabolite reaches the germ cells. 

For 2(b) and 2(c), positive results from host-mediated assays or the demonstration of unequivocal effects in in 
vitro assays can be considered as supporting evidence. 

Category 3 

To place a substance in category 3, positive results are needed in assays showing (a) mutagenic effects or (b) 
other cellular interaction relevant to mutagenicity, in somatic cells in mammals in vivo. The latter 
especially would normally be supported by positive results from in vitro mutagenicity assays. 

For effects in somatic cells in vivo at present the following methods are appropriate: 

3(a) In vivo somatic cell mutagenicity assays: 

 

— bone marrow micronucleus test or metaphase analysis, 

— metaphase analysis of peripheral lymphocytes, 

— mouse coat colour spot test. 

 

3(b) In vivo somatic cell DNA interaction assays: 

— test for SCEs in somatic cells, 

— test for UDS in somatic cells, 

— assay for the (covalent) binding of mutagen to somatic cell DNA, 

— assay for DNA damage, e.g. by alkaline elution, in somatic cells. 

Substances showing positive results only in one or more in vitro mutagenicity assays should normally not be 
classified. Their further investigation using in vivo assays, however, is strongly indicated. In exceptional cases, e.g. 
for a substance showing pronounced responses in several in vitro assays, for which no relevant in vivo data are 
available, and which shows resemblance to known mutagensicarcinogens, classification in category 3 could be 
considered. 

4.2.3. Substances toxic to reproduction 

4.2.3.1. For the purposes of classification and labelling and having regard to the present state of knowledge, such 
substances are divided into three categories: 

Category 1 

Substances known to impair fertility in humans 

There is sufficient evidence to establish a causal relationship between human exposure to the substance and 
impaired fertility. 

Substances known to cause developmental toxicity in humans 

There is sufficient evidence to establish a causal relationship between human exposure to the substance and 
subsequent developmental toxic effects in the progeny. 

Category 2 

Substances which should be regarded as if they impair fertility in humans 

There is sufficient evidence to provide a strong presumption that human exposure to the substance may result in 
impaired fertility on the basis of: 

— clear evidence in animal studies of impaired fertility in the absence of toxic effects, or, evidence of 
impaired fertility occurring at around the same dose levels as other toxic effects but which is not a 
secondary non-specific consequence of the other toxic effects, 

— o the r  r e l evan t  i n fo rma t ion .   
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Substances which should be regarded as if they cause developmental toxicity to 

humans 

There is sufficient evidence to provide a strong presumption that human exposure to the substance may result in 
developmental toxicity, generally on the basis of: 

— clear results in appropriate animal studies where effects have been observed in the absence of signs of 
marked maternal toxicity, or at around the same dose levels as other toxic effects but which are not a 
secondary non-specific consequence of the other toxic effects, 

— other relevant information. 
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Category 3 

Substances which cause concern for human fertility 

Generally on the basis of: 

— results in appropriate animal studies which provide sufficient evidence to cause a strong suspicion 
of impaired fertility in the absence of toxic effects, or evidence of impaired fertility occuring at around 
the same dose levels as other toxic effects, but which is not a secondary non-specific consequence of 
the other toxic effects, but where the evidence is insufficient to place the substance in category 2, 

— other relevant information. 

Substances which cause concern for humans owing to possible developmental toxic effects 

Generally on the basis of: 

— results in appropriate animal studies which provide sufficient evidence to cause a strong suspicion 
of developmental toxicity in the absence of signs of marked maternal toxicity, or at around the same dose 
levels as other toxic effects but which are not a secondary non-specific consequence of the other toxic 
effects, but where the evidence is insufficient to place the substance in category 2, 

— other relevant information. 

4.2.3.2. The following symbols and specific risk phrases apply: 

Category 1: 

for substances that impair fertility in humans: 

Substances classified as toxic to reproduction category 1 shall be assigned the symbol 'T and the risk phrase 

R60 May impair fertility 

for substances that cause developmental toxicity: 

Substances classified as toxic to reproduction category 1 shall be assigned the symbol 'T and the risk phrase 

R61 May cause harm to the unborn child 

Category 2: 

for substances that should be regarded as if they impair fertility in humans: 

Substances classified as toxic to reproduction category 2 shall be assigned the symbol 'T and the risk phrase 

R60 May impair fertility 

for substances that should be regarded as if they cause developmental toxicity in humans: 

Substances classified as toxic to reproduction category 2 shall be assigned the symbol 'T and the risk phrase 

R61 May cause harm to the unborn child 

Category 3: 

for substances which cause concern for human fertility: 

Substances classified as toxic to reproduction category 3 shall be assigned the symbol 'Xn' and the risk phrase 
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R62 Possible risk of impaired fertility 

for substances which cause concern for humans owing to possible developmental toxic effects: 

Substances classified as toxic to reproduction category 3 shall be assigned the symbol 'Xn' and the risk phrase 

R63 Possible risk of harm to the unborn child. 

4.2.3.3. Comments regarding the categorisation of substances toxic to reproduction 

Reproductive toxicity includes impairment of male and female reproductive functions or capacity and the 
induction of non-inheritable harmful effects on the progeny. This may be classified under two main headings 
of 1. Effects on male or female fertility; 2. Developmental toxicity. 

1 Effects on male or female fertility, includes adverse effects on libido, sexual behaviour, any aspect of 
spermatogenesis or oogenesis, or on hormonal activity or physiological response which would interfère 
with the capacity to fertilise, fertilisation itself or the development of the fertilised ovum up to and 
including implantation. 

2 Developmental toxicity, is taken in its widest sense to include any effect interfering with normal 
development, both before and after birth. It includes effects induced or manifested prenatally as well as 
those manifested postnatally. This includes embrytoxic / ifetotoxic effects such as reduced body weight, 
growth and developmental retardation, organ toxicity, death, abortion, structural defects (teratogenic 
effects), functional defects, peri-postnatal defects, and impaired postnatal mental or physical development up 
to and including normal pubertal development. 

Classification of chemicals as toxic to reproduction is intended to be used for chemicals which have an 
intrinsic or specific property to produce such toxic effects. Chemicals should not be classified as toxic to 
reproduction where such effects are solely produced as a non-specific secondary consequence of other toxic 
effects. Chemicals of most concern are those which are toxic to reproduction at exposure levels which do not 
produce other signs of toxicity. 

The placing of a compound in category 1 for effects on fertility and/or developmental toxicity is done on the 
basis of epidemiological data. Placing in categories 2 or 3 is done primarily on the basis of animal data. Data 
from in vitro studies, or studies on avian eggs, are regarded as 'supportive evidence' and would only 
exceptionally lead to classification in the absence of in vivo data. 

In common with most other types of toxic effect, substances demonstrating reproductive toxicity will be 
expected to have a threshold below which adverse effects would not be demonstrated. Even when clear effects 
have been demonstrated in animal studies the relevance for humans may be doubtful because of the doses 
administered, for example, where effects have been demonstrated only at high doses, or where marked 
toxicokinetic différences exist, or the route of administration is inappropriate. For these or similar reasons it 
may be that classification in category 3, or even no classification, will be warranted. 

Annex V to the Directive specifies a limit test in the case of substances of low toxicity. If a dose level of at 
least 1 000 mg/kg orally produces no evidence of effects toxic to reproduction, studies at other dose levels 
may not be considered necessary. If data are available from studies carried out with doses higher than the 
above limit dose, this data must be evaluated together with other relevant data. Under normal circumstances it is 
considered that effects seen only at doses in excess of the limit dose would not necessarily lead to 
classification as 'Toxic to reproduction'. 

EFFECTS ON FERTILITY 

For the classification of a substance in category 2 for impaired fertility, there should normally be clear 
evidence in one animal species, with supporting evidence on mechanism of action or site of action, or 
chemical relationship to other known anti-fertility agents or other information from humans which would 
lead to the conclusion that effects would be likely to be seen in humans. Where there are studies in only one 
species without other relevant supporting evidence then classification in category 3 may be appropriate. 
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Since impaired fertility may occur as a non-specific accompaniment to severe generalised toxicity or where 
there is severe inanition, classification in category 2 should only be made where there is evidence that there is 
some degree of specificity of toxicity for the reproductive system. If it was demonstrated that impaired fertility 
in animal studies was due to failure to mate, then for classification in category 2, it would normally be 
necessary to have evidence on the mechanism of action in order to interpret whether any adverse effect such as 
alteration in pattern of hormonal release would be likely to occur in humans. 

DEVELOPMENTAL TOXICITY 

For classification in category 2 there should be clear evidence of adverse effects in well conducted studies in 
one or more species. Since adverse effects in pregnancy or postnatally may result as a secondary consequence of 
maternal toxicity, reduced food or water intake, maternal stress, lack of maternal care, specific dietary 
deficiencies, poor animal husbandry, intercurrent infections, and so on, it is important that the effects 
observed should occur in well conducted studies and at dose levels which are not associated with marked 
maternal toxicity. The route of exposure is also important. In particular, the injection of irritant material 
intraperitoneally may result in local damage to the uterus and its contents, and the results of such studies 
must be interpreted with caution and on their own would not normally lead to classification. 

Classification in category 3 is based on similar criteria as for category 2 but may be used where the 
experimental design bas deficiencies which make the conclusions less convincing, or where the possibility that 
the effects may have been due to non-specific influences such as generalised toxicity cannot be excluded. 

In general, classification in category 3 or no category would be assigned on an ad hoc basis where the only 
effects recorded are small changes in the incidences of spontaneous defects, small changes in the proportions of 
common variants such as are observed in skeletal examinations, or small différences in postnatal 
developmental assessments. 

Effects during lactation 

Substances which are classified as toxic to reproduction and which also cause concern due to their effects on 
lactation should in addition be labelled with R64 (see criteria in section 3.2.8). 

For the purpose of classification, toxic effects on offspring resulting only from exposure via the breast milk, or 
toxic effects resulting from direct exposure of children will not be regarded as 'Toxic to reproduction', unless 
such effects result in impaired development of the offspring. 

Substances which are not classified as toxic to reproduction but which cause concern due to toxicity when 
transferred to the baby during the period of lactation should be labelled with R64 (see criteria in section 
3.2.8). This R-phrase may also be appropriate for substances which affect the quantity or quality of the mille. 

R64 would normally be assigned on the basis of: 

(a) toxicokinetic studies that would indicate the likelihood that the substance would be present in potentially 
toxic levels in breast milk; and/or 

(b) on the basis of results of one or two generation studies in animals which indicate the presence of adverse 
effects on the offspring due to transfer in the milk; and/or 

(c) on the basis of evidence in humans indicating a risk to babies during the lactational period. 

 

Substances which are known to accumulate in the body and which subsequently may be released into milk during lactation may be labelled 
with R33 and R64 

 

L 225/290 EN Official Journal of the European Communities 21.8.2001 
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ANNEX II:  Which pesticides would be affected by the cut – off criteria? 
The Common Position reached by the Council of Ministers in June 2008 sets several health-based cut-
off criteria for deciding whether an active substance (AS) should be permitted for use in plant 
protection products in the EU. These cut-off criteria are found in Section 3.6 of the proposed 
Regulation’s Annex on “Procedure and criteria for the approval of active substances, safeners and 
synergists pursuant to Chapter II”, which deals with human health protection.  They provide that an 
active substance shall only be approved if: 

• it is not classified as a mutagen category 1 or 2 (section 3.6.2). 

• it is not classified as a carcinogen category 1 or 2 unless the exposure of humans under 
realistic proposed conditions of use is negligible (section 3.6.3).  

• if it is not classified as a toxic for reproduction category 1 or 2 unless the exposure of 
humans under realistic proposed conditions of use is negligible (section 3.6.4). 

• if, on the basis of assessment of Community or internationally agreed test guidelines or 
other available data and information including a review of the scientific literature, it is not 
considered to have endocrine disrupting properties that may cause adverse effect in 
humans unless the exposure of humans under realistic proposed conditions of use is 
negligible (section 3.6.5). 

During its first reading of the proposed Regulation in November 2007, the European Parliament 
suggested a number of amendments, including an additional health-based cut-off criterion – that an 
active substance should only be approved if:  

• on the basis of assessment of Community or internationally agreed test guidelines or other 
available data and information including a review of the scientific literature, it is not 
considered to cause a risk of developmental neurotoxic or immunotoxic properties in 
humans, taking into account exposure during embryonic/foetal life and/or during 
childhood as well as likely combination effects unless the exposure of humans under 
realistic proposed conditions of use is negligible (section 3.6.6). 

This annex considers which active substances currently approved for use in plant protection products 
on the market in the EU, i.e., on Annex I of Directive 91/414/EEC or pending approval, would be 
affected by the cut-off criteria of CMR1, CMR2 and endocrine disrupting chemicals. 

1. CMR 1 & CMR 2 

An assessment carried out by the UK Pesticides Safety Directorate in May 2008 considered the impact 
of the proposed cut-off criteria on the number of active substances that would be available for plant 
protection purposes and the possible consequences for agricultural production.  It did not look at 
potential health or environmental benefits.   

The UK assessment assessed 283 active substances on Annex I or pending approval to see if the cut-
off criteria for environmental hazards, e.g., impact on bees, as well as for health hazards would apply.  
It identified one active substance classified as C1 and R1 (the rat poison warfarin) as well as ten active 
substances classified as CMR2.  A second analysis put forward by four environmental NGOS (EEB, 
HEAL, PAN Europe, Friends of the Earth Europe) in February 2008 identified warfarin as CR1 as 
well as nine other active substances classified as CMR 2.   
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The table below lists the substances identified by the UK Pesticides Safety Directorate as well as by 
the NGOs.  Six of the substances have also been identified as probable endocrine disruptors (ED).  It 
should be noted, however, that in July 2008, four of these substances – which had been pending 
approval – were in fact not approved or voluntarily withdrawn from the EU market.  That leaves only 
warfarin and seven additional CMR2-classified substances that would be affected by these cut-off 
criteria.  

Active substance CMR 1 or 2 ED 

warfarin C1,R1  

1-methylcyclopropene M2  

Bitertanol R2 ED 

Carbendazim M2,R2 ED 

Dinocap R2  

Fenarimol R2 ED 

Flufenoxuron C2  

Flumioxazine R2  

Flusilazole R2 ED 

Glufosinate-ammonium R2  

Linuron R2 ED 

Procymidone R2 ED 

 

A search of the PubMed database for epidemiological studies specific to these chemicals identified 
only one such study for linuron, but quite a few for carbendazim.  No epidemiological studies were 
identified for the other substances. 

2. Endocrine disrupters 

The UK Pesticides Safety Directorate impact assessment identified 36 active substances that may be 
considered endocrine disrupters, 30 of which would potentially be taken off the EU market solely on 
that basis. The NGO analysis identified 17 active substances that may be considered EDs, of which 15 
would potentially be taken off the EU market for that reason alone.  As the next table shows, 14 of the 
substances were identified both by the UK PSD study and the NGO analysis; 27 of the substances 
were identified by the UK alone, and 4 were identified only by the NGOs.   

In July 2008, after both studies had been circulated, the regulatory committee of Member State 
representatives met to take decisions on approval or non-approval of a number of these substances.  As 
a consequence, 25% of these substances (8 out of 32) were not approved and are no longer on the EU 
market. 

EDs identified by both 
analyses UK NGOs Reg. status 

2,4-DB  x  2001/103 

2,4-D  x 2003/31 

Acetochlor  x withdrawn 

Amitrole x x 2001/21 

Bifenthrin x x pending 

Bromuconazole x  not approved 

Cyproconazole x x withdrawn 

Deltamethrin x x 2003/5 
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EDs identified by both 
analyses UK NGOs Reg. status 

Difenoconazole x  2008/69 

Dimethoate x  2007/25 

Epoxiconazole x x approved 7/08 

Fenbuconazole x  not approved 

Fluquinconazole x  not approved 

Ioxynil x x 2004/58 

Iprodione x x 2003/31 

Lambda-cyhalothrin  x 2000/80 

Mancozeb x x 2005/72 

Maneb x x 2005/72 

Metam-sodium  x pending 

Metconazole x  2006/74 

Metiram x x 2005/72 

Metribuzin x x 2007/25 

Myclobutanil x x withdrawn 

Penconazole x  pending 

Picloram x x 2008/69 

Prochloraz x  not approved 

Propanil x  not approved 

Propiconazole x  2003/70 

Tebuconazole x  pending 

Tetraconazole x  pending 

Thiram x x 2003/81 

Triademenol x  pending 

 

3. Developmental neurotoxins & immunotoxins 

At least 90 active pesticidal substances have been identified as having possible neurotoxic properties 
(Grandjean and Landrigan, 2006).  The table below summarises the regulatory status of these 90 active 
substances. It is the result of a comparison of these substances with the European Commission’s 
database of 1189 active substances and their regulatory status.    

Regulatory status in EU No. of neurotoxic pesticides 

Total on Grandjean/Landrigan list 90 

Banned for use  14 

Not notified or withdrawn 3 

Not approved for Annex I 48 

Not found on list of AS 17 

Total neurotox AS not used in EU 82 

Approved for Annex I 7 

Under consideration for approval 1 

Total neurotox AS still used in EU 8 
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As the table shows, 65 of the 90 active substances identified in the Grandjean article are either banned 
or not approved for use in the EU.  Seventeen (17) of the active substances could not be found on the 
EU database of active pesticidal substances, and most likely are substances never notified under 
Directive 91/414/EEC. In addition, another substance – nicotine – is currently under consideration for 
possible inclusion in Annex I of Direction 91/414. 

This leaves seven (7) active substances with likely neurotoxic properties that are currently on Annex I 
of Directive 91/414/EEC, i.e., approved for use in plant protection products on the market in the EU.  
These substances, which could be affected by the more stringent cut-off criteria are: 

Neurotoxicants on Annex I Identified as ED 

Chlorpyrifos  

Cypermethrin  

2.4-D X 

Deltamethrin X 

Dimethoate X 

Ethoprop  

Thiram X 

 

As the above table indicates, four of these substances have already been identified as possible 
endrocrine disrupters. One of the remaining three AS – chlorpyrifos – has been strongly associated 
with low birth weight and reduced head circumference following pre-natal exposure (Whyatt et al., 
2004).   

4. Immunotoxicants  

The following table lists active substances on Annex I, or whose status on Annex I is pending, that 
have been associated with immune system effects in humans and/or in experimental animal studies. 
The list is compiled from a review of the scientific literature and may not be comprehensive. Eight of 
these 23 active substances also have been identified as endocrine disruptors, and four are considered 
neurotoxicants. Thus the number of substances previously uncaught by other criteria on this list is 14.    

Immunotoxicants on 
Annex I 

Identified as 
ED 

Indentified as 
neurotoxicant 

Regulatory status 

2,4-D X X 01/103/EC 

Bentazone   00/68/EC 

Captan   07/5/EC 

Chloridazon   2008/41 

Chlormequat   Pending 

Chlorpropham   04/20/EC 

Chlorpyrifos  X 05/72/EC 

Copper sulphate   Pending 

Dimethoate X X 07/25/EC 

Diquat   01/21/EC 

Diuron   Voted ScoFCAH 
8/08 

Mancozeb X  05/72/EC 

Maneb X  05/72/EC 

MCPA   05/57/EC 

Metam sodium X  Pending 
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Immunotoxicants on 
Annex I 

Identified as 
ED 

Indentified as 
neurotoxicant 

Regulatory status 

Methiocarb   07/5/EC 

Metiram X  05/72/EC 

Metribuzin X  07/25/EC 

Molinate   03/81/EC 

Pirimicarb   06/39/EC 

Thiram X X 03/81/EC 

Triallate   Pending 

Ziram   03/81/EC 
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Other benefits assessments reviewed for this study 

 

The benefits related to reduced exposure to chemicals and pesticides have been studied through a 
number of analyses. Most of the analyses have acknowledged the difficulty of accurately identifying 
the benefits and therefore have made very conservative estimates.  This annex summarises the findings 
of the benefit assessments reviewed for this study. 

1. REACH Extended Impact Assessment (European Commission)  

This study estimated that the total health benefits from REACH would be in the order of magnitude of 
€50 billion over the next 30 years (Commission Staff Working Paper (2003)). This figure assumes that 
1.0% of all disease (measured in Disability Adjusted Life Years – DALYs) is due to agro-industrial 
chemicals and chemical pollution from diffuse sources (K. Lvovsky (2001)) and that 90% of any 
health impacts are either related to historical exposures, will not be identified by REACH or cannot be 
tackled. This still leaves 45,000 DALYs that can be avoided every year due to REACH. Assuming 10 
DALYs are equivalent to 1 life saved (WHO (2002)), then 4,500 lives will be saved due to REACH 
every year. The value of €1 million per statistical life was used (European Commission (2000)).  

2. Assessment of the Impact of the New Chemicals Policy on Occupational Health (RPA) 

This study (RPA (2003)) provided an assessment of the potential reduction in occupational health 
impacts at the EU-15 level from the implementation of REACH. The study concluded that the 
estimated health impact reductions arising from REACH ranged from around €18 billion to €27 billion 
for the lower bound assumptions on the number of cases that will be reduced through increased test 
data and authorisation. For the lower bound figure, it was assumed that only 0.23% of total annual 
cancers deaths in the EU are associated with exposure to unknown chemical carcinogens in the 
workplace and thus could potentially be avoided as a result of more data being available on chemical 
properties through REACH.  

One of the main conclusions of the RPA study is that more than 99% of the reduction in occupational 
health impacts that may arise at EU-15 level from the implementation of the REACH regulation 
comes from the avoidance of future cancer deaths. The estimated value of reducing skin and 
respiratory diseases only accounts for approximately €16 million of the total €27 billion benefits 
expected over a 30 year time period. 

3. REACHing the workplace. How workers stand to benefit from the new European policy 
on chemical agents (ETUC)  

The European Trade Union Technical Bureau for Health and Safety (Musu (2004)) estimated the 
proportion of certain diseases that may indeed be related to exposure to chemicals (see table below). 
These calculations suggest that at least 4% of occupational cancer cases and 2% of occupational 
neurological disease cases are related to chemical exposure.  
Occupational diseases % linked to 

chemicals exposure 
% amongst all 
recognised diseases 

% chemicals related amongst 
all recorded diseases 

Cancers 4 – 90% * 5% 0.2 - 4.5% * 

Neurological diseases 2 % 8% 0.2 % 

Respiratory diseases 36 – 89% * 14% 5.0 – 12.5% * 

Skin diseases 88% 14% 12.3% 

Total   ~ 18% to 30% * 

Table x: Estimated percentage of occupational diseases related to exposure to chemical substances. 

* including chemical dust (asbestos, silica dusts, wood dusts) 
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4. The impact of REACH on occupational health with a focus on skin and respiratory 
diseases (Sheffield University) 

This study analysed the impact of the 2003 European Union REACH proposal on the health of the 
EU-25 workforce (Pickvance S et al (2005)) and calculated the economic benefits due to the reduction 
in the burden of occupational skin and respiratory diseases under REACH. They assumed all cases of 
diseases attributable to chemicals were likely to be affected by REACH, unlike the RPA study. The 
incidence per million per year without REACH for asthma, COPD and dermatitis was estimated at 
400, 500 and 400 respectively, of which those potentially preventable by REACH are 50%, 10% and 
50%, respectively. Using a working population figure for EU-25 of 200 million, the number of future 
cases per year that might be avoided thanks to REACH are 40 000 for asthma, 10 000 for COPD and 
40 000 for dermatitis. 

The costs associated with skin and respiratory diseases are composed of 3 elements: health service 
costs; productivity costs; and the value of the lost health-related quality of life to the individual. The 
estimate for cost savings due to REACH, over a 10-year time horizon is estimated to be around €3.5 
billion. Over a 30-year time horizon, when the full effects of REACH are in place for the majority of 
the time period, the aggregate cost savings are estimated to be just over €90 billion. 

5. Danish Government Report 

A Danish government report (Miljoeministeriet (2004)) used RPA estimates of case numbers and cost 
estimates based on an earlier Danish report (Serup-Hansen N et al (2004)). This report estimated the 
health benefits for Denmark alone, due to improvements in the working environment, to be worth 
between €95 million and €737 million over a 30-year period at 2002 prices. 
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